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Welcome to Amreeka: Negotiating the ‘Third Spaces’ of Arab-American Identity 

1.1 Transforming Narratives: Arab-American Writing and Selfhood 

 In a 2018 census conducted by the Arab American Institute Foundation, researchers 

estimated the number of Arab Americans in the U.S. to be approximately 3.7 million.1 In the last 

thirty years, this population has more than doubled in size, with the number of Arab Americans 

in the U.S. growing by 72% between 2000 and 2010 alone. One of the main reasons for this 

population growth is definitely the September 11th attacks of 2001 and the subsequent U.S. 

military responses in Afghanistan (2001-2020) and Iraq (2003-2011) which further destabilized 

political and economic life in the Middle East. At the same time, this increase in the population 

of Arabs in the U.S. is unquestionably a result of underreporting bias and exclusionary / 

inaccurate collection practices of the U.S. Census Bureau which does not include a category for 

“Middle Eastern or North African” classifications. As a result, historical population surveys of 

Arabic speaking peoples living in the United States have been consistently below the actual 

population estimates according to research by A.A.I (Arab American Institute) and Zogby 

International.2 

 Arab Americans constitute an ethnicity made up of more than twenty different 

nationalities from across the Middle East and North African and come from a multitude of 

cultural, religious, and socioeconomic backgrounds. The literary works produced by Arab-

 
1 Population estimate based on 2018 survey conduction by Arab American Institute Foundation 

http://www.aaiusa.org/demographics 
2 See details on “Census Information Center” page of Arab American Institute Foundation website 

https://www.aaiusa.org/census_information_center 

http://www.aaiusa.org/demographics
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American writers can “testify to the experience of Arab immigrants and their descendants as they 

negotiate displacement, engage with intersections of geographies, nationalities, languages, 

cultures, politics, and identities, and claim, assert or create groundspace” (Majaj, Transformative 

Acts, 1). This thesis explores Arab-American authorship and the specific literary and authorial 

strategies that these writers use to navigate and narrativize issues of transnationalism, cultural 

hybridization, and identities in motion.3 I propose that Arab-American authorship is 

characterized by its propensity to engage with and actively promote hybrid identification 

strategies and transcultural dialogues, postulating that Arab-American writers actively integrate 

and adapt multiple spatial and cross-cultural identities through their collective and creative 

practice of restorying.4  

 To this end, my thesis explores Arab-American authorship and its construction of 

intercultural and hybrid forms of self-production through two principal forms of literary 

production: autobiographies / autoethnographies and folk-epics. By exploring how narratives of 

Arab-American cultural identity and selfhood are constructed within these literary genres, I hope 

to delineate a poetics of a nascent though rising Arab-American literature which foregrounds and 

advocates for multicultural hybridity and multimodality. In focusing critical attention on Arab-

American authorship as both a literature and a means of cultural self-production, I situate this 

 
3 In this thesis, I differentiate the hyphenated or hybrid forms of Arab American literary and cultural 

production (Arab-American) from the non-hyphenated understanding of Arab American as a demographic and 
physical identity. 

4 For the purposes of my study, I have limited my definition of Arab-American literature to English texts 
written by immigrants from Arab countries to the U.S. and their descendants. 
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writing as an integral part of American Literary and Cultural Studies while simultaneously 

locating it within the context of “Arab American Studies.”5 

1.2 Writing Hybridity: Research Background 

 Although the original inspiration behind my thesis’s exploration of Arab-American 

authorship and its depiction of multicultural hybridity came from an earlier project I completed 

on cultural nostalgia and Arab folk-literature, the subject of this work is one to which I am 

personally as well as academically connected. Raised in an Arab-American home to a Palestinian 

father and a Caucasian mother, I do not consider myself fully white or fully Arab. And although 

I was born in Dallas and am a natural U.S. citizen, I also lived and went to school in Jordan and, 

as a result, do not consider myself simply American either. I am a hybrid text, a hyphenated and 

multifarious inhabitant of the “cultural borderland between Arab and American” (Majaj 2). In 

this way, my research began with a desire to examine literary works by authors who wrote from, 

and about, this same liminal understanding of cultural identity and selfhood. What I found in my 

examination of Arab-American writing were voices and experiences that echoed my own, 

informed by the same fluidity and dynamic processes of self-production. More than that, in 

reading texts by other Arab Americans, I discovered that these authors not only occupied what 

Homi Bhabha refers to as the “‘in-between spaces” of identity but, in fact, advocated for and 

preferred these hybrid spaces over static locations of self-knowing.6 My thesis then, in delving 

into Arab-American authorship and its privileging of hybrid and multicultural identification 

 
5 Arab American Studies, in this context, refers specifically to the field of academic research and 

scholarship of “Arab American history, ethnicity, culture, literature, art and music, politics, sociology, and other 
aspects of Arab American experience” (See Arab American Studies Association). 

6 See Bhabha’s The Location of Culture, 2 
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strategies, seeks to join these authors in their tradition of re-thinking conventional forms of 

knowing by proffering intercultural hybridity and transnational identities instead. 

1.3 Modeling Arab-American Hybridity: Theoretical Frameworks 

First and foremost, in positing a poetics of Arab-American literature and narrating an 

authorship that actively foregrounds multiculturality and hybrid notions of self, I must first 

establish the theoretical foundations upon which my theory is built. As the central foci of my 

research concerns the literary and authorial work of Arab-American writers, let me begin by 

defining the historical and literary scope of ‘Arab American’ as it is employed in this study. 

Broadly speaking, the term ‘Arab American’ is used to refer to any immigrant from “…states in 

which Arabic is now the official language, whether or not they are native Arabic speakers” 

(Goldschmidt, 221) as well as their U.S. born descendants. This definition encompasses a 

geographically expansive and culturally diverse range of political, religious, and racial identities 

found across the twenty-one Arabic speaking nations categorized as ‘Arab’. Beginning with the 

first wave of Arab immigrants to arrive in the U.S. between 1885 and 1945, Arab American – as 

a cultural identity as well as ethnicity and/or immigrant category – has a multitude of complex 

and historically situated designations that must be defined within the specific political and 

temporal contexts in which they emerged. 7That being said, for the purposes of this project, I 

have limited my exploration of Arab American identity and authorship to the most recent wave 

of Arab American immigration (1967 to present) characterized by  

 a rapid influx of immigration, increased religious and geographic diversity among 

 
7 For additional definitions of Arab American identity see Helen Hatab Samhan’s “Who Are Arab 

Americans” in Groliers Multimedia Encyclopedia, 2002. 
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immigrants, …distinguished…by a stronger sense of Arab nationalism, heightened 

criticism of U.S. policy, [and] a rise in ethno-political consciousness. 8 (Naber) 

As a result of the immense size and range of possible works and literary archives addressing 

Arab American authorship and positionality, I have confined the scope of the research study to a 

small number of relevant texts and authorial styles. This study’s definition of Arab-American 

identity and authorship then is, by design, limited to academic authorship (primarily) and 

addresses only the literary and authorial strategies used by the selected writers to encourage and 

promote hybridized and multicultural understandings of selfhood. 

Another important concept framing my project’s investigation of Arab-American cultural 

identity is the notion of “hybridity” or “hybridization”. In the context of this study, the term 

“hybridity” employs Homi K. Bhabha’s (born 1949) use of the term, which he defines in his 

pivotal work The Location of Culture (1994) as the “liminal space, in-between the designations 

of identity… [where the] interstitial passage between fixed identifications opens up the 

possibility of a cultural hybridity that entertains difference without an assumed or imposed 

hierarchy” (The Location of Culture 4). By adopting Bhabha’s understanding of hybridity as the 

“‘third space,’ which enables other positions to emerge,” I simultaneously use the term to refer to 

the creation of new transcultural identities formed within these spaces (The Location of Culture 

211). Similarly, I define the related term “hybrid” as “encompassing both the cultural identity 

content (e.g., Arab and American) and elements of process (e.g., being Arab and being American 

 
8 For additional information regarding Arab American immigration and history in the United States, see 

Nadine Naber’s "Arab Americans" in Encyclopedia of American Studies, 2018. 
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come together in a novel way).”9  

Another important concept I utilize in my project’s exploration of Arab-American 

authorship is the practice of “restorying.” For the purposes of my study, restorying is designated 

as the specific processes through which Arab-American writers reshape and revision individual 

narratives to inscribe new, hybridized understandings of Arab-American culture and collective 

identity. This understanding of restorying incorporates recent research by Ebony Elizabeth 

Thomas and Amy Stornaiuolo and builds upon their definition of restorying as “a process by 

which people reshape narratives to represent a diversity of perspectives and experiences… 

missing or silenced in mainstream texts…” (“Restorying the Self” 313). This idea of restorying 

cultural narratives is similarly rooted in Louise Rosenblatt’s (1904-2005) transactional theory of 

reading established in her influential work Literature as Exploration (1938). According to Ebony 

Elizabeth Thomas and Amy Stornaiuolo, Rosenblatt’s theory “characterize[s] the relationship 

between readers and writers as a transaction – a dynamic, fluid interrelationship instantiated in 

particular, lived contexts” (Thomas and Stornaiuolo 316). In other words, literary interpretation 

and meaning is “never located in the text but instead is made through the work of the readers as 

they interact with the text” (Thomas and Stornaiuolo 316). In this way, my study’s use of 

“restorying” not only adopts Rosenblatt’s theory but extends it to include not only readers but 

authors and the authorial process as well. 

1.4 Structuring Hybridity: Critical Approaches and Methodologies  

This thesis uses two comparative case studies of Arab-American writing in its 

 
9 See “Hybrid and Alternating Identity Styles as Strategies for Managing Multicultural Identities,” 1405. 
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examination of Arab-American literature. Each set of texts, as I noted earlier, were selected 

based on academic relevance as well as critical reception of the works by other Arab American 

scholars. In addition, all of the texts selected for my project were also evaluated based on 

publication year and their degree of political engagement. In particular, I limited the temporal 

scope of potential texts to works written by Arab Americans living in the U.S. and published 

between 1990 and 2010. This twenty-year time frame marks two pivotal moments in Arab-

American history: The Gulf War – codenamed Operation Desert Shield – and the September 

11th attacks in 2001. As a result of these events, literary production by Arab Americans during 

these decades reflects a critical schism in how Arab American writers construct and represent 

their cultural identity. Beginning with the emergence of Arab-Americanness as a distinct cultural 

identity in the 1990s, Arab-American writers began emphasizing the individual narrator’s 

personal experiences and memories of ‘otherness’, both in their home country and in the U.S. 

Arab-American literature during the 2000s, in response to the September 11th  attacks and its 

polarizing effect on anti-Arab Islamophobia, signaled the start of a much more significant effort 

by Arab-American writers to promote a broader understanding of Arab-American cultural 

identity as a community and minority group. Across the three narrative genre’s explored in this 

study (Autobiographical, Autoethnographic, and Folkloric), I attempted to select authors whose 

texts best reflected both the strategic and purposeful approach to multiculturality and hybridity 

by the respective authors while simultaneously showing the evolving trajectory of Arab-

American literary production from 1990 to 2010. Likewise, in selecting contemporary works 

reflecting post-9/11 authorial strategies, I included texts by Arab-American writers who 

represent additional positionalities and intersectional identities to highlight areas for future 
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research and discourse not addressed specifically within the literary archive used for this study.10  

In the next chapter, I explore and comparatively examine representations of hybridity and 

multicultural identity used by Arab-American authors in two principal forms: autobiography and 

autoethnography. In the first part of the chapter, I investigate and compare Edward Said’s (1953 

– 2003) memoir Out of Place: A Memoir (1999) with Hisham Sharabi’s (1927-2005) 

autobiography Embers and Ashes: Memoirs of an Arab Intellectual (2008). To ground my 

study’s interpretation of Arab-American autobiographies, I build upon Paul John Eakin’s 

theories on self-narration and narrative identity. While I expand on the use of Eakin’s work 

further in the next chapter, the crux of Eakin’s argument is his interpretation of autobiographical 

writing and other forms of self-narratives as reflecting a larger process of identity formation. 

These identity-making processes, Eakin stipulates, continuously redefine and shape the narrator’s 

understanding of selfhood and past experiences by contextualizing them in the present. 

In the second part of chapter two’s study, I enact a similar comparison of Arab-American 

autoethnographies and ethnographic writing using Moustafa Bayoumi’s (born 1958) How Does 

It Feel to Be A Problem? Being Young and Arab in America (2008) and Alia Malek’s (born 

1974) A Country Called Amreeka: Arab Roots, American Stories (2009). I likewise engage with 

emerging theories on the implications of autoethnographies and ethnographic research models in 

constructing cultural identity narratives through counterstorying techniques. Specifically, I draw 

on David Butz and Kathryn Besio’s notions of critical reflexivity and introjection with relation to 

 
10 Specific archives and identities not addressed by this research directly include authorial representations 

by Arab-American female writers, trans and queer identifying writers, and works by non-U.S. based Arab writers 
living in Canada as well as Central and South America and how these positionalities impact their writers’ modeling 
of hybrid and fluid identification processes. 
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autoethnographic research and their function as a means of “trans-cultural communication” 

(Butz and Besio, Autoethnography 1660).11 In addition, I also engage Julian Murchison and 

Curtis Coats research on multi-sited autoethnographies and the “third spaces” of religious 

instants. By examining autoethnographic works by Arab-American writers, I attempt to show 

how these authors “analyze the personal in order to understand the cultural,” thereby enabling a 

collective restorying of Arab-American identity and cultural memory (Ellis, Autoethnography 1). 

I conclude the chapter by bringing these two groups of texts into conversation with one another 

in order to demonstrate the similar ways each text constructs and endorses intercultural and 

hybridized forms of self-knowing.  

In chapter two, I expand upon this study’s understanding of Arab-American writing as 

actively endorsing multicultural hybridity and extend this proposition to include the restorying of 

Arab folk-epics by Arab-American authors. This study’s inclusion of Arabic sīyar (sing. sīra)- or 

folk-epics – explores the ways in which Arab-American authors participate in a larger collective 

restorying of Arab-American identity by redefining traditional forms of Middle Eastern folk-

literature; effectively creating a new, dynamic interpretation of Arab-American cultural history. 

In the first part of the chapter, I elaborate on the importance of Arabic folk-epics as a literary 

form while simultaneously firmly placing my study within the existing scholarship on Arab folk-

epics and its formations vis-à-vis cultural identity production. Building upon foundational 

theories on Arab folk-literature established by Bridget Connelly in her work Arab Folk Epic and 

Identity (1986) as well as contemporary scholarship by Pierre Cachia and Hasan El-Shamy. In 

 
11  Butz and Besio’s research draws on Kim England’s theory of critical reflexivity. See Kim England’s 
“Getting Personal: Reflexivity, Positionality, and Feminist Research” (1994). 
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the second half of the chapter, I engage in intertextual analysis of Lena Jayussi’s The Adventures 

of Sayf Ben Dhi Yazan (1996) and Rabih Alameddine’s (born 1959) restorying of the Sirat al-

Zahir Baybars (the Life of Al-Zahir Baibars) in his novel The Hakawati (2008).12 

In the final chapter of my thesis, I summarize and present my project’s overall findings 

and principal takeaways from each chapter’s examination of Arab-American authorship. Next, I 

bring together both chapters’ conclusions in order to illustrate the larger implications of Arab-

American writing as problematizing stationary interpretations of identity. Lastly, I explore the 

potential impacts and contributions of this study to the broader academic discourses of American 

Literature and Cultural Studies as well as offering up lines of questioning and avenues of 

research that this project opens up.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
12 Lena Jayussi birthdate not listed / unavailable  
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Restorying Narratives: Identity Production and Self-Writing 

2.1 Emphasizing the ‘Auto’: Arab-American Autobiographies and Ethnographies  

In this chapter, I examine how Arab-American authors actively foreground and advocate 

for transcultural dialogue and hybrid identification strategies through a restorying of their 

personal narratives and lived experiences.13  They negotiate multiple spatial, cultural, and 

temporal landscapes in their construction of dynamic and multimodal ways of knowing. Their 

use of personal narrative and experiential writing, I argue, is strategically engaged as a means of 

both combating narrow racial and religious stereotyping of Arab-American cultural identity as 

well as a mechanism through which to encourage multiculturality and cross-ethnic ways of 

knowing. Through this restorying of personal memories, Arab-American writing creates an 

essential link between the “socio-cultural foundations of narrative identity and the somatic 

sources of self and story that emerge from our ‘embodied selves’” (Breckenridge, 134). This is 

particularly true of Arab-American literature written between 1990 and 2010. This twenty-year 

time frame marks two pivotal moments in Arab-American history: The Gulf War – codenamed 

Operation Desert Shield – and the September 11th attacks in 2001. As a result of these events, 

literary production by Arab Americans during these decades reflects a critical schism in how 

Arab Americans construct and represent their cultural identity, first in response to the Gulf War 

and again after 9/11. Beginning with the emergence of Arab-Americanness as a distinct cultural 

identity in the 1990s, Arab-American literature during the 2000s signals the start of a much more 

 
13 Restorying, for the purposes of this study, is designated as the specific processes by which Arab-

American writers reshape and revise individual narratives to inscribe new dynamic and hybrid understandings of 
Arab-American culture and collective identity 
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significant effort by Arab-American writers to promote a broader understanding of Arab-

American cultural identity as a community and minority group. For this reason, my research 

focuses on texts written between 1990 and 2010, highlighting the specific ways in which the 

books’ authors inhabit and support cultural hybridity and embrace hyphenated and dynamic 

forms of self-identifying.14 

The critical work of this chapter is presented in two parts. In the first section, I 

comparatively analyze and explore two sets of autobiographical texts written by Arab-American 

authors Edward Said (1953 – 2003) and Hisham Sharabi (1927 – 2005). Included in this first set 

of texts is Said’s memoir Out of Place: A Memoir (1999) and selected personal essays from 

Reflections on Exile: and Other Literary and Cultural Essays (2001). I will then compare Said’s 

works with Hisham Sharabi’s Embers and Ashes: Memoirs of an Arab Intellectual (2008) in 

order to delineate and compare similarities across both authors’ representations of Arab-

American identity and cultural memory despite the generational gap between them as well as 

their different national, political, sociocultural, and religious backgrounds. These parallel 

experiences with hybrid identity formations, as I demonstrate, emerge from both the authors’ 

shared understanding of Arab-American cultural memory as well as the analogous relationship 

between being Muslim in American with being Arab. Historically, Sharabi and Said’s 

autobiographies represent not only a pre-9/11 construction of Arab-American identity which 

emphasized the individual’s experiences with hybridity and multicultural ways of knowing but 

 
14  In this thesis, I differentiate the hyphenated or hybrid forms of Arab-American literary and cultural 

production (Arab-American) from the non-hyphenated understanding of Arab Americans as a demographic and 
physical identity. 
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also an earlier generation of Arab American immigrant writing. 

In the second section, I perform a similar comparative exegetical analysis of Arab-

American autoethnographies written by Moustafa Bayoumi (born 1958), and Alia Malek (born 

1974). Specifically, I will engage with Bayoumi's ethnographic study, How Does It Feel to Be A 

Problem? Being Young and Arab in America (2008) and place it in conversation with Malek’s 

ethnohistorical study A Country Called Amreeka: Arab Roots, American Stories (2009). Each of 

these authors discussed in this chapter – Edward Said, Hisham Sharabi, Moustafa Bayoumi, and 

Alia Malek – were selected for inclusion based on their embodiment of multicultural modalities 

and hybridized identity as well as the extent to which each writer works to address and actively 

narrate hybrid notions of cultural identity as positive and valuable modes of knowing. Through 

these dual examinations of Arab-American authorship and personal narrative, I hope to show the 

critical spaces that Arab-American writing occupies within broader literary discourses on 

multiculturality and cross-cultural hybridization as well as demonstrate the ways in which hybrid 

identity and cross-culturalization has, to varying degrees, influenced these writers' sense of 

identity reflected in their works.  

In examining Arab-American autobiographies and ethnographies, this chapter’s study 

emphasizes the importance of personal narratives and autobiographical discourse in the 

construction of dynamic and hybridized self-representations. This process of self-definition 

through self-narration parallels John Paul Eakin's concept of ‘narrative identity’ which theorizes 

that autobiographies and acts of self-narration operate as “mode[s] of phenomenological and 

cognitive self-experience” (“The Consequences of Self-Narration” 114-115). Eakin’s framework 

defines autobiographical writing as a type of ‘identity narrative’ involved in a “ceaseless process 
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of identity formation in which new versions of the past evolve to meet the constantly changing 

requirements of the self in each successive present” (Fictions in Autobiography 36).15  These 

identity processes, Eakin argues, are “an integral part of a lifelong process of identity 

formation…[and reveal] the self-narration we practice every day” (Living Autobiographically 

34). As a result, these fluid acts of self-production are always constructed in relation to specific 

socio-cultural understandings of normative experience. Expanding upon Eakin's model in my 

conception of Arab-American autobiographies and self-narrations, I maintain that these alternate 

constructions of selfhood through the restorying of life histories and personal memories become 

emblematic of Arab-American collective memory through their shared positionality and points 

of social construction. Approaching Arab-American authorship and its construction of selfhood 

and collective identity vis-à-vis identity narratives and experiential writing establishes a firm 

bridging point between autobiographical modes of literary production and the somatic sources of 

self-knowing.  

2.2 Narrating Identity in Identity Narratives: Multicultural Memoirs   

In its inception, Said’s memoir Out of Place: A Memoir (1999) emerged as a result of the 

authors’ need to “bridge the sheer distance in time and place between my life today and my life 

then…[and] set about reconstructing a remote time and experience…” (xii). This process of self-

narration, then, is not a spontaneous or accidental act of identity-making for Said but rather a 

purposeful restorying of his life for the sake of reconciling the disparate and conflicting aspects 

of his personality into a coherent and harmonious whole. The conscious way in which Said 

 
15  Eakins refers to the practice of narrating one’s life story as ‘identity narratives’ or ‘I-narratives’ in favor 

of the more generic name of autobiography as they better express the relationship that experiential writing has to the 
formation of the identity and selfhood. Eakin, Paul John. Living Autobiographically: How We Create Identity in 
Narrative, p. 75. 
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actively enacts this process of self-construction agrees with Eakin's understanding of narrativized 

identity as an "existential imperative.” 16 In this way, Said's memoir can be read not only as not 

only part of Said's broader practice of self-narration but also as an act of “cultural translation.”17 

In Doaa Embabi’s article, “Translating the Self in Edward Said’s Out of Place,” Embabi argues 

that Said’s memoir demonstrates the plurality of cultural identity, comprised of multiple self-

constructive processes resulting in non-binary forms of self-knowing. These simultaneous 

constructions of identity by Said, Embabi adds, always “occur within a context of constant 

translation influenced by the existence of Said between two cultures: the Arab and the Anglo-

American” and result in a fluid and hybridized understanding of cultural identity and selfhood” 

(Embabi 150).  

This multiplicative and incongruent mixture of identities, Said says, left him with a 

disquieting sense that “he was invented wrong;” an unstable and inconsistent amalgamation of 

contradictory parts, an identity permanently ‘out of place’ (3). This feeling of uncertainty and 

paradoxical identity, Said notes, was in no small part due to his unique positionality as a 

Palestinian-born American citizen. His father, Wadie Said, was born in Jerusalem but had served 

in the American Expeditionary Forces during the First World War and was granted American 

citizenship for him and his family in return for war-time service to the United States. Said points 

to this formative event in his father's life as having a tremendous impact on his intricate 

understanding of his cultural and spatial identities. An identity that became further complicated 

by his family's uprooting from Jerusalem to Cairo in 1919, decades before Said's birth. Said 

describes the effect of being a Palestinian born American living in Egypt, saying that he 

 
16   Eakin, Paul John. Living Autobiographically: How We Create Identity in Narrative, p. 86.  
17  Embabi, Doaa. “Translating the Self in Edward Said’s Out of Place: A Memoir,” p. 149. 
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“…retained this unsettled sense of many identities – mostly in conflict with each other – all of 

my life” (5). 

As a result of his anxiety and unsure sense of belonging, Said explains, he developed two 

alternative strategies for answering challenges and questions about his identity issued by 

uncomprehending classmates and schoolteachers alike. The first option was for Said to imitate 

his father's response by declaring that he was an American citizen with no further elaboration. 

The second choice, Said explains, was to be wholly aware and open about the disorganized and 

fragmentary nature of his real origins while simultaneously attempting to unite these different 

histories to form a coherent and consistent whole in the act of "self-making with a purpose…" 

(10). This need for self-creation as a child, Said adds, was a result of the peculiar geopolitical 

and cultural spaces he and his family occupied as Palestinians and American citizens living in 

colonial Cairo under British rule. Said’s need to self-define was further intensified by the fact 

that both his parents were, themselves, self-creations. Born in Lebanon and raised in Nazareth 

Ottoman Empire, Said’s mother Hilda’s European sense of propriety and social decorum often 

conflicted with her husband’s more American notions of independence and assertive self-

reliance. Their differing temperaments and backgrounds resulting in two separate set of 

behaviors and expectations for Said at home. As a result of having to alternate and adapt an 

identity congruent across these shifting and often competing spaces, even in his private life, 

Said’s “entire sense of self during…was always experienced in the present tense” (Said, 4).  

Intricately connected with Said’s sense of hybridity and displacement is his complicated 

relationship with language. Born into a bilingual household, Said maintains that he has “never 

known what language I spoke first, Arabic or English, or which one was mine beyond any 
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doubt…the two have always been together in my life, one resonating in the other, sometimes 

ironically, sometimes nostalgically, most often each correcting, and commenting on, the other” 

(4). Although Arabic was his mother-tongue, English was equally his native language by way of 

the institutional and geopolitical spheres he encountered in his daily life. In his essay "Between 

Worlds” (1998) he comments on the primacy of language in informing his sense of self 

I was an uncomfortably anomalous student all through my early years...[and] to make 

matters worse, Arabic, my native language, and English, my school language, were 

inextricably mixed: I have never known which was my first language, and have felt fully 

at home in neither, although I dream in both. Every time I speak an English sentence, I 

find myself echoing it in Arabic, and vice versa. (556-57) 

In Out of Place, Said associates this formative bridging of languages, or "primal instability" as 

he calls it, with his mother and how she communicated with him throughout his life; a constant 

and effortless shifting between English and Arabic that Edward always understood without any 

conscious translation or questioning (4). 

The shifting geopolitical and neo-colonial landscapes of the Middle East as a result of 

Israel’s occupation of Palestine produced much larger instabilities in Said’s material 

constructions of nationhood and cultural identity. The significance of the 1947–1948 Civil War 

in Mandatory Palestine and the Arab-Israeli War of 1948 for Said came from their lasting impact 

on not only the physical and political landscapes of the Middle East but the cultural memory and 

national identities of the Arabian people. 18 These events were the first of many physical and 

 
18 See “Staking Claims: The Historical Background” in Benny Morris’s 1948: A History of the First Arab-

Israeli War. 
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psychological upheavals that continues to impact Middle Eastern identity throughout the western 

world. For Said, the impact of the Arab-Israeli War and the establishment of an Israeli state in 

1948 manifested itself as both an external and internal battle for identity. On the one hand was 

Said's identity as a Palestinian and an Arab and the other, his identity as an American.  

These events also precipitated disruptions in the private spheres of Said’s domestic life 

and familial relationships. Shortly following the 1942 Biltmore Conference, in which Zionist 

delegates demanded "the Land of Israel be established as a Jewish Commonwealth,” civil unrest 

and violence began to erupt throughout Palestine, forcing Said and his family to flee Ramallah 

and return to Cairo (Morris 23). The constant threat of violence and invasion of his homeland, 

coupled with work stress, was particularly hard on Said's father, who had a nervous breakdown 

shortly after their return. It is important to note how these events and their emotional and 

psychological impact on Said’s family manifested themselves on Said’s memories of that time in 

his life. The first and most palpable change in his life, Said explains, began after he and his 

family returned to Cairo, with Said observing a subtle but unmistakable change in the way his 

parents began to regard him. Following his return to Cairo, Said’s parents began encouraging 

him “to believe that a happier, less problematic period had ended” (27). This intangible and 

shifting relationship between Said’s sense of belonging and cultural identity in connection with 

the physical world is most pronounced in his early memories of childhood. Educated exclusively 

in American and British schools, "colonial outposts” like Victoria College (VC) in Alexandria 

were critical to Said’s first experiences with identity formation and enculturation within 

postcolonial systems of control (23). These interactions were instrumental in showing Said the 

problematic nature of static notions of normative identity and fixed forms of cultural knowing: 
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The moment one became a student at Victoria College, one was given the student 

handbook, a series of regulations governing every aspect of school life…but the school's 

first rule…read: "English is the language of the school; students caught speaking any 

other language will be punished." Yet, there were no native speakers of English among 

the students. Whereas the masters were all British, we were a motley crew of Arabs of 

various kinds, Armenians, Greeks, Italians, Jews, and Turks, each of whom had a native 

language that the school had explicitly outlawed. (“Between Worlds” 556-57) 

This indiscriminate banning of the students’ native tongues, Said adds, helped him and his 

classmates form valuable bonds and cross-cultural partnerships as a means of support and 

celebration of one another’s cultural heritage.  

In his restorying of these isolated moments and experiences from his life, Said begins to 

redefine these formative encounters outside of the historical vacuum in which they occurred. By 

restorying the disjointed pieces of his past in this way, Said draws connections between formerly 

disconnected and seemingly irrelevant events in his life and redefining his sense of identity in the 

process. This new context for his life's narrative does more than retell the past but reshapes 

Edward Said's present understanding of who he is as an individual and Arab-American. In Said's 

final thoughts on the transformative and reflective process of authoring his memoir, he arrives at 

a newfound appreciation for his lack of solid self: 

…I occasionally experience myself as a cluster of flowing currents. I prefer this to the 

idea of a solid self, the identity to which so many attach so much significance. These 

currents… are always in motion, in time, in place, in the form of all kinds of strange 

combinations moving about…. a form of freedom. With so many dissonances in my life, 
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I have learned actually to prefer being not quite right and out of place. (Said, 295) 

Through this restorying his past, Said is ultimately able to bring together and reconcile the 

multiple, contradictory parts of his identity to form a cohesive whole. Through this process of 

self-narration and redefinition, Said learns to accept and appreciate the dissonant and 

multifarious aspects of himself. More important than that, Said begins to prefer these hybrid 

identities rather than static and monomial definitions of selfhood. 

Hisham Sharabi enacts a similar process of restorying and reconciling his own 

incongruous and multifaceted history in his autobiography Embers and Ashes: Memoirs of an 

Arab Intellectual (2008). Born in Jaffa, Palestine, in 1927, Hisham Sharabi, like Said, was an 

active champion and passionate supporter of Palestinian rights throughout his life. Just as Said’s 

memoir emerged from the author’s need to recontextualize himself in the present, Sharabi’s need 

to self-narrate was the result of his failed attempt to return to “his Arab home-land” in 1975 after 

he and his family were denied permanent residency in Lebanon (vi). Sharabi notes in his 

introduction how this dejection led him to “…discover that the nation and the homeland did not 

care for me and my dreams. Reality did not conform to my vision…[and]this book is the fruit of 

that unsettled period” (vi-vii). 

Like Said, Sharabi’s need to narrate and retell the events of his life come from a desire to 

reimage and adapt his sense of identity and nationhood with the changing material and 

geopolitical landscapes of his present life. Sharabi’s early memories of nationhood and self-

awareness are like Said’s in that they are inexorably linked to the tumultuous and unstable nature 

of the historical time and place that shaped them. Unlike his contemporary, however, Sharabi 

spent the first seventeen years of his life in pre-1948 Palestine, living primarily in Jaffa and the 
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coastal city of Acre in northwestern Palestine (modern-day Israel).19 Sharabi’s sense of national 

identity as a Palestinian, therefore, played a much more direct role in his development as an 

intellectual, scholar, and political activist later in his life. An early source of Sharabi’s unsettled 

sense of identity, though, much like Said’s, came from the encounters and cultural exchanges he 

experienced while attending an American private school as a child. Educated almost exclusively 

by American institutions his entire life, both in the United States and American installments in 

the Middle East, Sharabi attended The Ramallah Friends Boys School in Palestine’s West Bank 

during his life in Acre before leaving for the American University of Beirut, Lebanon where he 

completed obtained his B.A. in philosophy in 1947.20  These formative exchanges across 

national, cultural, and religious contexts from such an early age would continue to impact not 

only Sharabi’s sense of identity as an Arab and, later in his career as an Arab-American, but also 

his political and intellectual identities as well.  

While both Edward Said and Hisham Sharabi shared similar identities as Arab-American 

intellectuals, their experiences of the Arab world are noticeably different with regards to trauma 

and loss. Said, by virtue of his anomalous identity as a Palestinian-American Egyptian, retains a 

much more fluid and resilient attitude towards his multiplicative identity. As a result of this 

hybrid formation, Said can more readily reconcile traumatic and stressful changes in his life. 

Sharabi's more firm grounding as a born and bred Palestinian, however, leads to a more difficult 

restorying process as he struggles to reconcile and overcome the traumatic loss of home and 

national identity he experiences as a refugee. One of the more pronounced ways that Sharabi’s 

 
19 Both Jaffa and Acre fell to the Haganah, the paramilitary force which later formed the Israeli Defense 

Force, in May of 1948 following the fall of Arab Haifa. See Morris 143-147. 
20 See “Encyclopedia Of The Palestinians: Biography Of Hisham Sharabi.” Edited by Philip 

Mattar, Encyclopedia Of The Palestinians: Biography Of Hisham Sharabi - Palestine Remembered, 12 Nov. 2000. 
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Embers and Ashes differs from Said’s Out of Place as a result of these traumas is its depiction of 

linear time and geographical space. While Said’s memoir reads much more consistently, 

proceeding along a straight trajectory, Sharabi’s autobiography jumps temporal and material 

landscapes out of sequence throughout its narrative. Beginning in 1947 with Sharabi’s leaving of 

Palestine shortly before the Israeli occupation, the remaining events and experiences detailed for 

the reader are ordered not according to their place in time or physical space, but rather according 

to their level of importance and meaning in the life of the author. Language, too, and its relation 

to Said and Sharabi’s personal and professional identities are also manifestly different. While 

both Said and Sharabi are themselves multilingual, for Said the position of both English and 

Arabic as dueling native-tongues, equal to and intertwined with each other in his memories, is 

diametrically different to the way Sharabi understands these languages. For Sharabi, Arabic 

remains inexorably linked to his memories of "home" and, by extension, his sense of self. Even 

as a full professor at Georgetown, Sharabi was "in what he calls ‘silence in exile,’ writing and 

publishing in English only to fulfill academic requirements.”21 

Philosophically and intellectually, however, Said and Sharabi both confess to persistent 

and life-long feelings of psychological distress and anxiety brought on by their lack of stable 

identities. Said's anxiety and discomfort were primarily due to being seen as “unworthy” or 

inadequate in the eyes of his parents who had, themselves, been displaced by the loss of their 

homeland. Sharabi’s feelings of inadequacy, however, were a response to both the physical and 

psychological trauma he experienced as a Palestinian refugee. As a result, Sharabi notes that 

even his “choice of philosophy as a subject of study was a result of [his] persistent desire to get 

 
21 See “Encyclopedia Of The Palestinians: Biography Of Hisham Sharabi.” Edited by Philip 

Mattar, Encyclopedia Of The Palestinians: Biography Of Hisham Sharabi - Palestine Remembered, 12 Nov. 2000. 
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rid of the psychological anxiety and intellectual disarray [he] was in…” (24). Through this 

mutual desire to restory their experiences and individual pasts, both Sharabi and Said use the 

medium of the autobiography, ultimately, to dispel their feelings of psychological discomfort and 

uncertainty. This ability to forge a new and more cohesive sense of identity to effectively 

connect the tangential and inconsistent experiences of the past with those of the present is critical 

to both Sharabi and Said’s understanding of Arab-American hybridity and identity formations.  

Another commonality between both Said and Sharabi’s restorying narratives is their early 

attempts to suppress and deny parts of their identity as a means of overcoming the anxiety and 

confusion of possessing multiple selves. With Said, this manifested itself in response to his early 

experiences in the United States, explicitly citing his time at Camp Maranacook in Maine when 

he was twelve years old. For Sharabi, his denial of his Arab origins came about in response to his 

own psychological need to distance himself from the instability he felt as a Palestinian refugee 

living in the United States for the first time. This desire was amplified by Sharabi's political and 

intellectual ideologies, which were, at the time, more liberal and Western in their affiliations. 

Both Said and Sharabi, however, were forced to acknowledge and reconcile their uncomfortable 

identities as Arabs with their present identity as Americans and academics. For Sharabi, he was 

compelled to reconcile his behavior and his suppression of his Arab self after observing the same 

tendencies in other Arab students. This “hypocrisy” as Sharabi saw it, occurred whenever 

another Arab student lied about their family, origins, and pasts to non-Arab students in order to 

blend-in.22 Eventually, Sharabi notes, “ it became evident…that this phenomenon was caused by 

a lack of clear self-identity…Like, my colleagues, I was confused…but I began to overcome my 

 
22 Sharabi. Embers and Ashes, p. 96 
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condition by studying my Arab colleagues’ demeanor and analyzing what I felt. I saw my own 

behavior embodied in theirs. This helped me to understand myself and…lessen my own 

inclination toward hypocrisy” (96-97). 

While Sharabi was made aware of his need to reconcile, for Said, this epiphany comes 

about more forcibly as a result of his attempts to hide his other self entirely. Unlike Sharabi, 

whose Arab-ness could still be expressed in the company of other Arab friends and students, 

Said endeavors to deny his inner-self and its connection to his past completely. The 

consequences of suppressing that part of himself was such that “…the eruptions from [Said’s] 

inner self grew not only more frequent but also less predictable” (137). These disruptions of his 

unreconciled past and inner, Arab-self into the carefully crafted American-self forced Said to 

confront and ultimately accept all parts of himself. 

 The process of restorying their life narratives for an active audience is not new for either 

Sharabi or Said, though each author reimagines and retells these memories for different 

audiences, purposes, and mediums. For Sharabi, his restorying of past and present took the form 

of telling his daughter Layla stories every night before bed. For Said, this process was carried out 

in the form of personal letters to his mother, telling her about his daily life. Said and Sharabi’s 

shared practice of restorying their memories and, in effect, their identities for the benefit of 

family members demonstrates their mutual need to continually reexamine and redefine their 

pasts in order to inform their present. For both authors, the act of restorying their personal 

memories and histories is a means of redefinition and self-understanding, a mechanism through 

which they remember and are their selves remembered. The incompatible or incomplete parts of 

themselves become catalysts for absorbing and processing new ways of self-knowing – as Arabs 
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and as Americans. 

2.3 Autoethnography and Collective Identity: Arab-Americans Post 9/11 

The significance of autoethnography and ethnohistorical narratives in this study is 

threefold: first, as localized and collective sites of investigation, an ethnographic approach to 

identity formation allows access to the practical and social dimensions of Arab-American 

identity construction and cultural formation. Second, through the simultaneous construction of 

Arab-American identity as both narrators/ethnographers, Bayoumi and Malek's own narratives 

become central bridging points between the two forms of Arab-American authorship presented in 

this chapter. Finally, through their use of experiential narratives and personal memories from 

specific sites of socio-cultural exchange, Bayoumi and Malek’s works demonstrate how 

individual depictions of Arab-American hybridity are constructed within a larger collectivized 

understanding of Arab-American cultural identity. This broader demonstration of Arab-

American experiences allows for further insights into the dynamics of social relations and shared 

experiences in the “’third spaces’…the hybrid, in-between spaces…” of cultural production and 

identity-making by Arab-Americans at large.23 

In the same way that Edward Said and Hisham Sharabi used the medium of personal 

memoir to reconstruct their understanding of themselves as Arab Americans in the prior 

generation, Moustafa Bayoumi and Alia Malek redefine what it means to be Arab American in a 

post 9/11 world through their restorying of individual experiences and personal memories within 

 
23 Murchison, Julian M., and Curtis D. Coats. "Ethnography of Religious Instants: Multi-Sited Ethnography 

and the Idea of "Third Spaces," p. 989. 
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specific Arab-American scocioscapes and sites of experience.24  In How does it Feel to Be a 

Problem? Being Young and Arab in America (2009), Moustafa Bayoumi explores the life 

experiences of Arab-American youths living in Brooklyn. Although Bayoumi states that his 

"book was conceived out of my frustrations, but it is not about me…" through his narration of 

the trauma and individual journeys of his subjects, Bayoumi begins to contextualize and redefine 

his own understanding of himself as part of a broader Arab-American community (6). In its 

inception, How does it Feel to Be a Problem? seeks to answer a simple question, "what is it 

like…to be young, Arab, and Muslim in the age of terror?” (7).  Bayoumi’s unique multicultural 

and transnational background as a Canadian American Muslim of Egyptian descent becomes 

subject to the same to restorying process enacted by his study’s participants through his role as 

narrator. One of the key distinctions between Bayoumi and other Arab-American authors, like 

Said or Sharabi, is that he does not necessarily identify himself as an Arab or Arab-American. 

These narrow definitions, Bayoumi states, are frustratingly limited because they “…imply that I 

can only really and authentically be one thing…like millions of other Americans, I…have a 

hyphenated identity.”25 As a result, the characters and personal histories that Bayoumi engages 

with throughout his study come to represent aspects of his own multifaceted and nuanced 

understanding of himself as a ‘hyphenated-American.’ Bayoumi's complicated relationship with 

Arabs and the Arab world, in general, is mirrored by the experiences and attitudes of his 

subjects.  

Each of the book’s seven narrators – Rasha, Sami, Yasmin, Akram, Lina, Omar, and 

 
24 ‘Socioscapes,' in this context, refers to the social and cultural environments that have informed the 

development of Arab-American identity in unique and meaningful ways.  
25 See Bayoumi’s “'Where are you from?' is not the right question.” CNN, 5 Apr. 2010,  

  http://www.cnn.com/2010/OPINION/04/05/bayoumi.who.am.i/index.html. Accessed 24 Jul. 2019. 
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Rami – relate similar experiences of prejudice and racial stereotyping by non-Arab Americans as 

well as by other Arabs. The primary source of tension in these each character’s story stems from 

their need to reconcile past identities as Arab Americans before 2001 with their new 

understanding of themselves and the perception of Arabs in a post-9/11 world. Rasha and Sami, 

for example, both experience profound shifts in their respective identities and understanding of 

themselves as Americans and Arabs as a result of the Iraq War. For Rasha, a nineteen-year-old 

Syrian American college student, this radical change in self-perception and cultural identity 

begins in February of 2002 when FBI officers came in the middle of the night and arrested her 

and her entire family without due process. Four months later, Rasha and her family were released 

from prison. In narrating her experience for the reader, Bayoumi describes not only the injustice 

and feelings of helplessness and depression that Rasha experienced while imprisoned but also the 

dramatic and empowering effect it had on Rasha’s understanding of herself. Rasha’s experiences 

undergo a dual-restorying process, both in her telling the story to Bayoumi and then again in 

Bayoumi’s retelling, with each version of the narrative emphasizing the cumulative effect of this 

experience to Rasha’s sense of self and identity. In being forced to see herself as no longer 

“belonging” to mainstream American society, then, Rasha develops a better understanding and 

appreciation for the other, hybrid parts of herself.  

Sami – a half Palestinian, half Egyptian New York native and Iraq War veteran, 

undergoes a similar transformation in his understanding of himself as an American and an Arab. 

Unlike Rasha, Sami had not been particularly close to his Middle Eastern roots or the local Arab 

community. It was not until Sami left for his first tour in Iraq that he begins to connect to his 

Arab identity more than he ever had before. In describing his initial motivation for joining the 

Marine Corps after high school, Sami admits that he was driven by his sense of alienation and 
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lack of identity. After enlisting, however, Sami begins to connect to the Iraqi people and the 

Arab world in general. Sami’s second tour in Iraq solidified his connections to both his fellow 

soldiers and other Arabs as well as cementing Sami’s political and social views on the Middle 

East, the Iraq War, and the U.S. government. His experiences allow Sami to construct much 

more flexible and critical views of the Arab world and what it means to be ‘Arab.'  

Bayoumi's third narrator Yasmin finds a new identity and confidence through her 

experiences with biased and uneven treatment of Arab student rights at her high school. After 

being elected to student government, Yasmin’s religious identity and her new student leader 

identity came into conflict when she learned that she must attend all school-sanctioned dances – 

something her religion prohibited. After appealing to her school’s Coordinator of Student Affairs 

(COSA), involving several meetings between herself, her father, and her sheik, Yasmin was 

forced to submit a letter of resignation when the only compromised offered was that Yasmin 

could sit in an adjacent basement room during the dance. 26After resigning, however, Yasmin 

learned that the school had rescheduled school dances twice since her departure: once, for on a 

Jewish holiday, and another time when the dance fell on the same night of a sweet sixteen party 

for one of the girls on the student body’s board. These blatant changes to the school’s event 

schedule for religious and non-religious reasons only doubled Yasmin’s resolve and inspired her 

to contact CAIR – the Council on American-Islamic Relations. Yasmin reran for student office 

the following year for the presidency, after submitting legal stipulations to protect her religious 

rights and won. The whole experience transformed Yasmin’s perception as herself as Muslim-

American as well as her future identities beyond high school.  Yasmin’s actions and commitment 

 
26 A Sheik is the Muslim community's religious leader. 
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to her religious and cultural identity also left a lasting impact on her high school and her student 

coordinator (COSA) representative, with him applauding Yasmin’s “dedication to her cultural 

and religious beliefs… [through which] she has brought about an awareness of cultural diversity 

to our school…Leading our school's transformation from a climate of mere tolerance to that of 

understanding and acceptance” (114). In Yasmin’s narrative, Bayoumi demonstrates not only the 

way intersecting and multiple forms of knowing coalesced into a new, hybrid construction of self 

but also how this hybridity came to influence the world around Yasmin as well. 

While most of the Arab Americans that Bayoumi interviews find through their particular 

experience, a sense of community, and a better understanding of themselves as multicultural 

hyphenated-Americans, some characters – such as Akram – are unable to reconcile the diverse, 

melting pot experience of every-day America with the tense political and racial realities of a post 

9/11 world. For Akram, a Palestinian American born in the U.S., the cultural interactions and 

multiethnic backgrounds of his father’s grocery store customers, left him with not only an 

appreciation for different cultural histories but also a different version of the American dream. 

Akram’s sense of cultural identity, combined with experiences with prejudiced teachers and 

classmates after 9/11, led him to seek a career teaching English in Dubai. Bayoumi reflects on 

the irony of Akram and his family’s quintessential ‘Americanness’ and how that identity leads 

Akram to seek a life outside of America.  

In the final three narratives, Bayoumi continues to explore these universal themes of 

alienation and ‘otherness' expressed in his earlier narratives. For Lina and Omar, the fifth- and 

sixth-chapters’ narrators respectively, each come to understand themselves and their identities as 

hyphenated-Americans through their revisioning of their personal and professional battles. Lina, 
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an American born Iraqi woman, for example, comes to this understanding through her 

experiences living in pre-9/11 Iraq. After returning to America, Lina comes to a new 

understanding of herself as an Arab-American, not only an Iraqi, after getting married. Lina and 

her husband come to exist in what Bayoumi calls “another America…where immigrants, exiles, 

and native-born Americans live, eat, and laugh in a babel of language and nationalities” (183). 

This other America, however, may not always be easy to find as Bayoumi’s next narrator Omar 

discovers. Omar’s work with the New York branch of Al-Jazeera - an independent news 

organization located in Qatar – which he sees as the most rewarding experiences of his life and 

the job experience he is most proud of becomes the primary source of tension and difficulty in 

finding a new job in a post 9/11 world.27 For Omar, Al-Jazeera represents a happy medium of his 

combined identities as an Arab American, a Muslim, and his future identity as a media journalist 

by offering a firm base in Middle Eastern life and politics. Bayoumi’s last narrator Rami, a 

Jordanian born Palestinian-American, embraces a new identity as a devout Muslim and 

community leader after his father, Abu Rami, is falsely imprisoned for violating his immigration 

status.28 As the oldest child and only son in his family, his father’s arrest led Rami to take a more 

prominent role in his homelife as an older brother and co-provider for the family. These new 

identities coupled with the support and financial assistance he received from the local Muslim 

community, led Rami to redefine himself with in the context of his faith as a Muslim, though 

neither he his family had been particularly pious or observing before their father’s arrest. 

Reshaping himself into a devout and practicing Muslim left Rami with a newfound sense of self 

 
27 See “A Truly Global Network” 
28 Abu Rami translates literally to “father of Rami” (Bayoumi 223). While it is customary in Arab  

   culture for younger generations to address their elders as father (Abu) or mother (Um) of and  
   the name of their oldest child, Bayoumi’s use of this convention is likely an attempt to protect  
   Rami’s anonymity. 
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by embracing presently located understandings of identity.   

Although each of Bayoumi's subjects come from different national backgrounds, personal 

histories, and a multitude of individual experiences that inform their sense of selfhood, through 

their mutual process of restorying their narratives, and having those stories retold by Bayoumi, 

the book's participants create and redefine their shared identities as Arab-Americans. Just as Said 

and Sharabi's autobiographies served as personal reimagining’s of their life and sense identity in 

the present tense, Bayoumi's autoethnography works to redefine the life experiences and 

identities of both Bayoumi and his subjects by restorying their pasts in order to redefine their 

collective present. In this regard, Bayoumi’s study is a self-reflexive and self-reflective 

restorying narrative that expertly blends and synthesizes the cultural experiences of both the 

narrator and narratee into a new conception of Arab-American cross-culturality and fluid 

identity. Part of this fluidity, as demonstrated by Bayoumi’s restorying of Rami and Yasmin’s 

narratives, is the presence of Islam and Muslim identities as a separate but valid form of self-

definition that has become synonymous with Arab-American culture. Bayoumi’s use of 

“storytelling and counterstories [to] reveal the oppression and pain of Muslims” supports notions 

of Arab-American hybridity as well as recent work by Mohamad Ridhuan Abdullah theorizing a 

new Critical Muslim Theory paradigm where religion acts as a unifying means of cohesion 

across different racial and ethnic backgrounds in the United States (Abdullah 6). In this way, 

Bayoumi’s use of ethnographic narratives “connects current Arab-American experiences with 

those of other Americans throughout history, reminding the reader at the outset that being ‘a 

problem’ was an American experience long before 9-11” (Aboul-Fotouh, 537). 

In her ethnohistorical study, A Country Called Amreeka: Arab Roots, American Stories 
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(2009), Syrian American author Alia Malek engages with the personal narratives and lived 

experiences of other Arab Americans through a similar restorying process as Moustafa 

Bayoumi’s work. Unlike Bayoumi, however, Malek’s investigative approach encompasses a 

much broader geographical and historical range experience, which becomes tied not to physical 

locality – as Bayoumi’s narative does with Brooklyn – but rather specific dates in American and 

Arab- American history. In her “attempt to populate Amreeka with human faces, emotions, 

thoughts, and stories…” Malek traces the personal histories and historical experiences of Arab 

Americans across several generations beginning in the 1960s (ix). By focusing on specific events 

and moments in time important to Arab-American cultural experience in the United States, 

Malek’s study forms a critical and much-needed space for Arab-American cultural identity as an 

undeniably American racial formation. Malek also differs from Bayoumi in that she includes 

accounts of Arabs from all across the United States, not just New York. Malek’s storytellers are, 

instead, differentiated by age, birth-nationality, social rank, gender, and sexual orientation. This 

diverse sampling of Arab-American experience allows Malek to successfully restory multiple 

histories and backgrounds into a congruent and presently located definition of Arab-American 

identity.  

In her book’s foreword, Malek describes both her study’s temporal and geographic 

scopes and outlines three principal periods in Arab-American history: “The Great Migration” 

(1880 to 1924), “The Nativist Period” (1924 to 1965), and the most recent period of “Mass 

Migration” (1965 to now). Each period, as Malek defines them, is connected to a specific 

moment in U.S. immigration policy and civil rights legislation. Malek discusses these first two 

eras briefly before making a case for the 1960s as a better historical starting point due to the 

Congressional legislation enacted during this time. These included the Immigration and 
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Naturalization Act of 1965, and the Civil Rights and Voting acts of 1964 and 1965. The 

Immigration and Naturalization Act, in particular, was pivotal to Arab-American identity as it 

marked the end of the ‘Nativist’ period of U.S. immigration policy and effectively put an end to 

the earlier immigration acts of 1917, 1921, and 1924 (The Johnson-Reed Act).29 These earlier 

laws were highly restrictive, imposing immigration quotas based on a person’s “national origin” 

or birth nation in addition to granting officials more personal discretion on whom they could 

reject from entering the U.S. These exclusionary policies were aimed at quelling the number of 

‘undesirable’ immigrants by “…seeking to replenish America with the same racial stock of the 

founding fathers… allowing for immigration from northern and western Europe [which] greatly 

reduced the immigration of Arabic-speaking peoples and outright excluded Asians…” (Malek 1-

2). This framing of Arab-American identity formation and experience through the dual lenses of 

U.S. legislative and civil rights histories allows Malek to not only firmly situate her study's 

narrativization of Arab-American cultural identity within the socio-political contexts that 

informed it, but also “reveals some important and comparative theoretical insights…[into the] 

core features of unity as well as the multiplicity, diversity, and plasticity of Arab American 

identity.”30 These narratives, as Malek explains, are “meant to answer collectively [the] question: 

What does American history look and feel like in the eyes and skin of Arab Americans?” (xiii). 

In her book’s afterword, however, Malek examines her study’s true origins as rooted in her early 

experiences growing up in an immigrant household: 

 
29 See “The Immigration Act of 1924 (The Johnson-Reed Act)”. Milestones in the U.S. History of Foreign 

Relations: 1921-1936, U.S. Office of the Historian. August 8th, 2019. https://history.state.gov/milestones/1921-
1936/immigration-act 

30 El‐Aswad, El-Sayed. “Narrating the Self among Arab Americans: A Bridging Discourse between Arab 
Tradition and American Culture,” p. 234. 

https://history.state.gov/milestones/1921-1936/immigration-act
https://history.state.gov/milestones/1921-1936/immigration-act
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We did not feel that America thought we were real Americans…[and] I did not know of 

any larger history in the United States that would make me feel as American as the 

people I thought of as ‘real Americans'…[and] I definitely did not understand that 

collectively, those realities were as quintessentially American as any other way of 

growing up. (265-266) 

Malek’s restorying of Arab-American history, then, is an attempt to resolve these early anxieties 

of alienation and belonging by asserting the “Americanness” of Arab-American experience. 

Malek’s first subject, Ed Salem, is introduced in her book’s prologue as a means of 

bridging the historical gap between the first and third stages of Arab-American history. In her 

account of Lebanese American football player Ed Salem’s early life, Malek begins and ends 

Salem’s narrative at specific moments in time: December 4th, 1948, and September 15th, 1963. 

This dual anchoring of Ed Salem’s narrative to two critical dates in his life – one personally 

important and the other politically important – is repeated throughout Malek’s book, allowing for 

a more consistent chronology of Arab-American experience. This historizing mechanism allows 

Malek to create a vital link between her restorying of Arab-American cultural experience and the 

established histories of the civil rights movements in the United States. For example, while 

Salem's story is essential to Malek's depiction of Arab-American identity in the Jim Crow south, 

it is ultimately her connection between Salem’s narrative and the Birmingham Church Bombing 

on September 15th, 1963 that is the more powerful rhetorical tool.  

Following Ed Salem's narrative, Malek introduces her first chapter "June 5, 1967: Home" 

with a historical note on November 22nd, 1963 – the day John F. Kennedy was assassinated – 

followed by a concise summary of the immigration reforms passed by Lyndon B. Johnson, most 
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notable of which was the Immigration and Naturalization Act of 1965. Malek fast-forwards two 

years to June 1967 and the story of Palestinian American Luba Sihwail. Luba’s narrative centers 

on her experiences and memories of June 5th, 1967, and the start of the Third Arab-Israeli War or 

Six-Day War. Malek continues connecting Arab-American stories and personal memories with 

the civil rights movements of the 1960s in the second chapter through her restorying of the 1967 

Detroit Race Riots through the experiences of a Palestinian American factory worker named 

Alan Amen. In narrating Alan Amen’s transformative experience of racial discrimination during 

the Detroit Riots, Malek further illustrates both the quintessential ‘Americanness’ of Arab-

American racial formations as mirroring that of other minority groups in U.S. history, but also 

the fluidity by which Arab Americans like Amen are able to redefine and reshape their 

understanding of Arab-American identity. Continuing her narration of Arab-American historical 

identity and experience with the Iran Hostage Crises on November 4, 1979, Malek presents the 

story of a Yemeni immigrant name Mohammed Dasoqi as he begins transforming himself from 

an Arab immigrant in America into a hyphenated Arab-American. Dasoqi’s narrative, in its 

demonstration of the plasticity of Arab-American identity, offers an important critical distinction 

between acculturation and cross-cultural hybrid through Mohammed’s blending of his past and 

present cultural experiences to inform a new intercultural understanding of himself as an Arab-

American hybrid. 

Jumping forward to October 11, 1985, and the Bombing of the American-Arab Anti-

Discrimination Committee, Malek tells the story of Norma Odeh, whose husband Alex Odeh was 

killed in the explosion. In restorying Norma’s experiences days before the death of her husband, 

Malek continues to narrate a racial history of Arab-American identity that parallels African 

American civil history.  In the final narratives, Malek presents humanizing and restorying 
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narratives for Farah Nabulsi, an Iraqi American high school student and her experiences with 

Operation Desert Storm and the Gulf-War (January 16, 1991) followed by a narration of Rabih 

AbuSahan experiences with prejudice as both an Arab American and a homosexual in 199 

Kansas. In the book’s next chapter, “September 11, 2001: Beginnings,” Malek retells the events 

of 9/11 through the eyes of Lebanese priest Monsignor Ignace Sadek and his efforts to aid those 

affected by the attack while simultaneously combating anti-Arab hysteria and Islamophobia. 

Malek’s final narrative, “March 20, 2003: Native Foreigner, Foreign Native,” relates the 

experiences of Lance Corporal Abraham Al-Thaibani, Arab-American Marine and Iraq War 

veteran as he returns from service only to find that he no longer considered himself “American.” 

His sense of community and American identity had, by necessity, been redefined entirely by his 

experiences in Iraq that his once familiar life in the States seemed completely foreign to him 

after his return; telling Bayoumi that “normalcy – non-Iraqi normalcy – was all new again” 

(260). 

While simultaneously narrativizing and restorying Arab-American experience and 

historical constructions of cultural identity and community, Malek undergoes a similar process 

identity formation and self-production as a result of her ethnographic work. Malek's role as an 

ethnographer becomes secondary to her primary identity as an Arab-American in a similar 

fashion as Bayoumi. Also, like Bayoumi, Malek's drive to narrative and reconstruct a cohesive 

and comprehensive model of Arab-American cultural experience is rooted in her own need to 

self-narrate. Even as a child, Malek reflects in her study’s epilogue, that “…I came to think of 

World outside…as America and the children with straight blond hair and names like Mary Jane 

as Americans. [But] inside, we understood our hybrid reality…” (265). Ultimately, it is this 

shared ‘hybrid reality’ that drives Malek and other Arab-American authors to continuously 
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redefine themselves and their sense of cultural identity and community through the restorying of 

personal and cultural histories.  

2.4 Narrating Identities: Connecting Autobiography and Autoethnography 

In placing these two distinct forms of identity narratives, autobiography and 

autoethnography, together in this chapter, I highlight how both mediums explore and 

importantly, actively restory and construct the authors' sense of hybrid cultural identity and 

selfhood through a self-reflexive reconciliation of their past and present selves. By consciously 

reexamining Arab-Americanness as a multiplicative and socially contextualized process, both 

types of Arab-American autobiographies and autoethnographies work to dynamically and fluidly 

construct Arab-American identity and cultural understanding. The result of these flexible and 

presently located self-constructions is a hybrid and transcultural understanding of Arab-

American identity as a product of shifting cultural narratives and intercultural identification 

strategies. Additionally, not only do Arab-American authors enact these hybridizing identity 

processes in their narratives but actively and strategically deploy these multicultural 

interpretations in a decisively positive and laudatory fashion. 

This conscious support of hybridized and multimodal identification strategies is evident 

in each example of Arab-American authorship examined thus far; from Said’s celebration of 

“being not quite right and out of place” (Said 295) to Sharabi’s need to reconcile the various 

spatial “phases” (Sharabi vii) of his life; from Bayoumi’s exploration of what it’s like “to be 

young, Arab, and Muslim in the age of terror…” (Bayoumi 6). To Malek's "yearning for 

visibility, normalization, and affirmation" (Malek 266). Towards their collective goal of 

advancing cultural hybridity and fluid understanding of self, each author is successful in their 
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argument for dynamic models of selfhood. Sharabi’s Embers and Ashes for example, concludes 

with the author’s lamenting of his lost identity in the Arab world, saying “My homeland, you 

have spurred me.…I shall never return to you…I shall never return…” (186). In his final 

thoughts on home, Hisham Sharabi successfully points out the need for dynamic constructs of 

identity and self-knowing precisely because he is unable to let go of his dream of returning to the 

Middle East. Sharabi’s futile efforts to return to a place and a past that no longer exists offering 

perhaps the most poignant evidence in support of fluid and hybrid constructions of selfhood to 

accommodate the shifting realities in the material world. Edward Said, on the other hand, 

succeeds in advancing multicultural hybridity as a realizable and prudent mode of identity 

construction through his embodiment of dynamic models of selfhood. In Said’s final thoughts in 

Out of Place, he reflects on how his acceptance of these hybrid forms of knowing have left him 

“to [actually] prefer being not quite right and out of place” (295). Moustafa Bayoumi, like Said, 

successfully argues the case for new, fluid definitions of Arab-American cultural knowing. 

Bayoumi, however, accomplishes this task by offering a myriad of personal narratives and 

experiences of a younger generation of Arab Americans as they forge “their lives as the newest 

minorities in the American imagination.... shaping the contours of a future American society” 

(260); their hybrid understanding of selfhood becoming a “[vital] part of what it means to be an 

American” (261). Equally successful in her restorying of Arab-American cultural history and 

experience, Alia Malek’s A Country Called Amreeka effectively argues the need for flexible and 

dynamic models of self-knowing as essential to determining “how American and Arab-

Americans alike see who we are and how we [can]…write the next century chapters in our joint 

history” (268). In this way, each author’s construction of Arab-Americanness and understanding 

of self is deliberately crafted within hybridized and transcultural identity frameworks to not only 
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emphasize but actively advocate for, dynamic models of cultural identity production in defining 

what it means to be Arab American. 
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Epic Origins: Cross-Cultural Hybridity and Arabic Folk Literature 

3.1 Context and History: Arabic Literature and Arab-American Authorship 

In considering human culture and one’s relationship to the past, nationality, and 

understanding of self, the desire to narrate a common sense of belonging and history plays an 

ever-present role in the shaping of cultural identity and the human psyche. This need to narrate a 

collective sense of history and cultural identity is especially meaningful for members of 

diasporic communities for whom the “ache of temporal distance and displacement” must be 

continually reckoned with (Boym, 44). Svetlana Boym describes this need to narrate a shared 

identity as the cultural space where “the interrelationship between individual and collective 

remembrance [meet]” (Boym, 41). As sites of collective remembrance and identity-making 

Arabic folk-epics, known as al-sīra, have come to represent a critical groundspace for Arab-

American authors to negotiate multiple histories and divergent cultural narratives. As a literary 

genre and cultural artifact, however, these epics move beyond the fixed spheres of recorded 

history to connect deeper pools of collective memory and cultural selfness through their 

recounting of “popularized biographies of kings and heroes.”31 

The term “Arab American,” as it is understood in the U.S., is a misnomer as it tends to 

imply a sense of homogeneity and uniformity which, according to Palestinian-American scholar 

Lisa Suhair Majaj, assumes a “linear trajectory from Arab to American [as having] 

shaped…Arab American ethnicity” (Majaj, 3). This ‘tactical appeal to sameness’ with regards to 

 
31 See W. Raven. "Sira." Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition. 
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Arab Americans, Majaj points out, is “part and parcel of the consolidation of the idea of an ‘Arab 

American’ ethnic identity and ethnic group consciousness” (Majaj, 4-5). This understanding of 

Arab-American identity, however, belies the true heterogeneous and often incongruent histories 

and cultural experiences that continue to shape and define Arab-American authorship. In reality, 

Arab Americans constitute an ethnic group with multiple intersecting cultural and religious 

narratives as diverse as the 22 national identities that make up the Arabic-speaking world. As a 

result, Arab American writers must actively reconcile these disparate histories and cultural 

backgrounds in their writing. The bedrock of this chapter’s analysis of Arab-American cultural 

formations and collective identification strategies is rooted in Homi K. Bhabha’s understanding 

of cultural hybridity and its “articulation of cultural differences… [in the] ‘in between spaces’” 

(Bhabha, 2) of cultural interaction. Given the incongruous and multifarious nature of Arab 

identity and cultural history, Arabic folk literature and, in particular, the epic traditions of al-sīra 

perfectly epitomize Bhabha’s concept of a ‘third space’ which “…provides the terrain for 

elaborating strategies of selfhood – singular or communal – that initiate new signs of identity, 

and innovative sites of collaboration...in the act of defining the idea of society itself” (Bhabha, 

2). As such, Arabic folk-epics have become fertile and extremely efficacious grounds for 

blending the various intersecting and overlapping cultural histories that comprise Arab-American 

selfhood into a homogenous and concerted whole; serving as the ‘third space’ in which Arab-

American authors restory the “narratives of [their shared] …histories” (Bhabha, 256). In this 

way, Arab-American writers and their restorying of Arab folk literature, is instrumental to the 

negotiation of the “interstices…of intersubjective and collective experiences of nationness, 

community interest...[and] cultural value...” (Bhabha, 2).  

  In this chapter, I continue my examination of Arab-American literary authorship and its 
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active endorsement of multicultural and transnational models of self-production and identity-

making by extending this scope of my research to Arab American writers’ adaption of Arabic 

folk-epics. Specifically, this section explores Arab-American cultural hybridity and fluid 

constructions of selfhood through a broader restorying of Arabic folk traditions. In their retelling 

of Arab folk-epics, translating the original Arabic texts into English, Arab American authors’ 

restorying of Arabic folk traditions reflects their desire to adapt and redefine these works as 

distinctly ‘Arab-American’ in an effort to reconcile the multiple cultural histories and national 

identities that define Arab-American identity and community. The use of folk-epics as sites of 

cultural interfusion and diffusion is, by no means, limited to Arab-American writing alone but 

rather a result of a much longer tradition within Arabic Literature, originating in the oral 

traditions of pre-Islamic Arabia. This chapter’s review of Arab-American authorship details the 

narrative strategies and similar techniques that Arab-American writers engage in their restorying 

of al-sīra and Arabic folk traditions. Specifically, this chapter’s examination focuses on how 

Arab-American writers actively integrate and fuse elements from both Middle Eastern and 

American literary traditions for the express purpose of creating a new, hybrid folk narrative; 

linking Arab-American folk-epics with the larger literary traditions of the Arabic-speaking world 

while simultaneously narrating a collective sense of cultural belonging and shared identity. In 

addition, this chapter will highlight the deliberate conflation of religious symbolism and 

nostalgia even “as they explore both ethnic affirmation and diasporan sensibilities” (Majaj, Arab-

American Literature, 2). By examining how Arab-American writers strategically engage with 

folk-epics and al-sīra, this chapter’s research demonstrates the important role Arabic folk tales 

play in creating spaces in which Arab and Arab-American experiences can be articulated and 
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understood. 32 Lastly, by examining the critical connections between Arabic folk literature and 

Arab-American cultural memory and shared identity, this research demonstrates the importance 

of Arab-American folk literature as a growing literary body and as an invaluable cultural 

technology, deeply involved in the construction of hybrid models of cultural production and 

identity-making.  

The analytical work of this chapter consists of two main parts: the first section will 

examine the history and critical scholarship regarding Arabic folk-literature and its larger place 

within Arabic cultural and narrative history. Following this broader exploration of al-sīra and its 

place within Arabic literary scholarship, the second section focuses on expositing and comparing 

specific works by Arab-American authors actively engaging with notions of cultural hybridity 

and shared community through Arabic folk-epics. The specific texts I consider include Lena 

Jayyusi’s The Adventures of Sayf Ben Dhī Yazan (1996) and Rabih Alameddine’s (born 1959) 

restorying of Sirat al-Zahir Baybars (the Life of Al-Zahir Baibars) in his novel The Hakawati 

(2008). In addition to these primary sources, I will discuss the critical scholarship by Bridget 

Connelly, Pierre Cachia, Hasan El-Shamy, Dwight F. Reynolds, and Steven Salaita, who have 

written about these texts to analyze the critical history of Arab-American engagements with folk 

traditions. 

3.2 Historicizing Hybridity: Folk-Epics and Restorying Collective Identity 

In order to overcome some of the inherent philological and syntactical challenges to 

navigating Arabic literary traditions across non-Arabic texts, it is imperative that we first define 

 
32 See Lisa Suhair Majaj. Arab-American Literature: Origins and Developments, pp. 2. 
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and clarify some of the Arabic vocabulary and literary terminology associated with the chapter’s 

research. The terms sīra or sirāt (pl. sīyar), in its literal translation, means “ a ‘way of going,’ 

‘way of life’…‘pamphlet,’ ‘manifesto,’ and last but not the least: ‘biography’[or] ‘the life and 

times of.”33 Within the context of Arabic Literature, sīra refers specifically to the literary genre 

of:  

lengthy biographical narratives…[about] religious figures or political leaders. The term 

… implies not simply a [standard or ordinary] biography, but rather the narrative of an 

‘exemplary’ life, the life of someone worthy of being imitated…and beginning in the 

Middle Ages [this genre] came to be applied to heroic epics. (Reynolds, 395) 

For the purposes of this study, al-sīra refers specifically to the subgenre of heroic epics. 

Although the term sīra first appeared in Arabic written literature in reference to the biography of 

the Prophet Muhammad, or Sīrat Rasūl Allāh (sīrat is genitive form of sīra) many of the 

canonical epics associated with the genre are believed to predate Islamic history; originating in 

the earlier oral traditions and poetry of the Jâhiliyyah (or “Period of Ignorance”) before the 

advent of Islam. In spite of this longevity, the authorship and dates surrounding even the most 

well-known of these sīyar (pl. of sīra) remain obscure at best. At the same time, however, 

scholars have noted that some sīyar – such as Sīrat Antar – provide clues to their author’s 

identity “…within the texts themselves…[with] such works…often attributed to various well-

known scholars, grammarians, and authors of the Classical tradition” (Connelly, 8). The lack of 

early records of Arabic epic traditions has resulted in a virtual dearth of scholarly treatment until 

 
33 See Raven, W. "Sira." Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition. 
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fairly recently, even by Arab academics and literary scholars. One of the prevailing reasons that 

sīyar have escaped the attention of Western academics as well as Arab scholars, known as adīb 

or “men of letters,” according to Pierre Cachia, is largely due to “…Arab literary establishment’s 

attachment to the classical language [which] has had the effect of banishing from scholarly 

attention a vast area of popular Arab creativity…once spoken Arabic had parted from the 

classical and split into many regional dialects… (Cachia, 78-79). 34 According to Cachia, it was 

this privileging of classical Arabic (or fusha) over texts written in the vernacular Arabic (or 

‘ammiyya) by Arabic scholars that actively discouraged any scholarly research into Arabic 

folklore and epical traditions; preventing sīyar official’s recognition of Arabic folklore studies as 

an academic discipline. It was not until the 1950s that Arabic scholars’ disdain for folk-epics 

finally began to abate with the arrival of two works in particular: Qâmûs al-Câdât wa al-taqâlîd 

wa al-taCâbîr al-misriyyah (Dictionary of Egyptian Customs, Traditions, and Expressions) 

(1953) by Ahmad Amîn and Abd al-Hamîd Yûnus’s Al-Hilâliyyah fî al-târîkh wa al-‘adab al-

shabî (Al-Hilâliyyah in History and Folk Literature) (1956).35 

 Despite the genre’s relatively obscure historical origins and complete lack of scholarly 

treatment, the growing number of Arab and Arab-American literary scholars conducting research 

on al-sīra do agree on certain historical and narrative characteristics shared across both Arab and 

Arab-American epic traditions as distinctly belonging to al-sīra. As a literary canon, al-sīra 

consists of five principal sīyar or narrative traditions. These canonical mythological cycles, when 

viewed as a whole, form a type of historical amalgamation and shared cultural narrative of 

Middle Eastern life before the advent of Islam. These core epical traditions not only constitute 

 
34 Bridget Connelly. Arab Folk Epic and Identity, pp. 3 
35 See El-Shamy, Hasan. “Folklore of the Arab World,” pp. 21-22 
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the genre’s main literary canon but also act as blueprints from which all other sīyar are based. 

These five narrative traditions include: Sīrat ‘Antar ibn Shaddād, which champions the pre-

Islamic black poet-knight, ‘Antara son of Shaddād);36 Sīrat al-Zāhir Baybars, recounting the 

legendary story of the Egyptian ruler and folk-hero al-Zāhir Baybars;37 Sīrat Dhāt al-Himma, 

about the heroine Dhat al-Himma and the Arab wars against the Byzantines;38 Sīrat Sayf ibn Dhī 

Yazan, the sīra of the Himyarite prince who expelled the Abyssinians from southern Arabia in 

pre-Islamic times;39 Sīrat al-Zīr Sālam which relates the life and battles of the Bedouin warrior 

al-Zīr Sālam; and lastly, Sīrat Banī Hilāl, glorifying “the migratory trek undertaken by that tribe 

in the tenth and eleventh centuries out of famine-stricken Arabia through the Levant to Egypt, 

Sudan, and the Maghrib” (Connelly, 4).  

 With the earliest manuscripts dating back to the 12th century, the folk-epics that survived 

the journey from oral poetry to written prose all exhibit key stylistic and narrative features that 

have allowed these sīrat (subjunctive) to survive orality and continue on as written records. At 

the same time, these same qualities have allowed for the continual evolution and reinvention of 

each epic’s core narrative. One of the most defining aspects of the Arabic folk genre, especially 

with regards to al-sīra and Arab epical tradition, is its “…multivocality, for historians often 

juxtaposed conflicting first-person reports about a given event...[collected] from both oral and 

written sources” (Reynolds, 396). In his study of Arabic folk-epics, “Epic and History in the 

 
36 See Dwight Fletcher Reynolds, Heroic Poets, Poetic Heroes (1995); Peter Heath, The Thirsty Sword: 

Sīrat ‘Antar and the Arab Popular Epic (1996). 
37 See Thomas Herzog “The First Layer of Sīrat Baybars: Popular Romance and Political Propaganda” 

(2003); Jacqueline Sublet. “The Sultan Baybars: A Romance Hero Breaks His Links” (1998). 
38 See Dwight Fletcher Reynolds, Heroic Poets, Poetic Heroes (1995); Bridget Connelly, Arab Folk Epic 

and Identity (1986).  
39 Bridget Connelly, Arab Folk Epic and Identity (1986); Lena Jayussi, The Adventures of Sayf Ben Dhi 

Yazan: An Arab Folk Epic (1996). 
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Arabic Tradition,” Dwight F. Reynolds maintains that this type of multivocal approach to 

historiography and scholarly writing was common among early Arab scholars and archivists who 

saw the “…the art of writing history [to be] the craft of compiling all the potentially veracious 

accounts of history and presenting them to the reader…” (Reynolds, 396). While the use of 

multivocality and contrasting perspectives was a common feature of early Arabic writing and 

historiography, with regards to al-sīra, this multivocality was instrumental in creating a fluid and 

freeform narrative structure. Another common characteristic shared across Arab and Arab-

American folk-epics is their narratives’ blending of factual accounts and historical events in 

conjunction with fictional story elements, supernatural fantasy, and religious narratives. Because 

sīyar are not, strictly speaking, pure historically motivated accounts but rather heroic sagas and 

epics performed for the entertainment of their audiences, their underlying story arcs and narrative 

structures continuously blurred the lines between fictional and factual elements without warning 

or qualification. The creative license and narrative freedom exhibited in both the oral and written 

records of these folk-epics, when coupled with their texts’ joint use of classical Arabic in 

addition to multiple vernacular and regional dialects, further enabled the genre’s fluidity and 

hybridized structure. Additionally, these unique narrative qualities not only created seamless 

transitions and movements across different narrative iterations and temporal cycles within a 

given epical tradition but also enabled movements across whole epical traditions, regardless of 

geographical distance or historical timelines. 

 At the same time, the genre’s fluidity and hybrid narrative form can also be traced back 

to immense geographic size and diverse cultural topography that makes up the Arabic-speaking 

world. As Hasan El-Shamy points out in his survey, “Folklore of the Arab World” (2018):  
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…the Arab World is characterized by its “mosaic” demographic composition [of 

multiple] ethnic, linguistic, and religious groups [that] have long lived side by side and 

intermingled intimately…[with] exchanges between Arabs and distinct ethnic and/or 

racial group [being an integral] part of the cultural and social scenes for millennia: a fact 

reflected in the lore and other aspects of Arab World traditions. (El-Shamy, 3) 

With the rise of Islam in the 6th and 7th centuries, El-Shamy goes on to say, Arab culture and 

traditions spread to:  

 “people in regions extending from the shores of the Atlantic…to the borders of China…, 

and from northern Spain to the heart of sub-Saharan Africa. These populations were heirs 

to the cultural legacies of ancient civilizations (e.g., Egyptian, Babylonian, Assyrian, 

Berber, Sudanic…) that entered into the forming of the Arab World and its traditions. 

(El-Shamy, 3) 

As a result of this unique topography and cultural make-up, Arabic folk narratives and epic 

traditions had to become adaptable and relevant across each of these regions; thereby giving 

shape to a flexible and multicultural literary model that could be tailored to the needs of its 

audience while still conveying a sense of shared history and collective identity. In this way, 

Arabic folk-epics are uniquely hybrid creations, which, unlike the epics and folk traditions often 

found in Western culture, are not “fixed or stable [histories] but [continues to be] a living, fluid, 

tradition” (Connelly, 25). 

In addition to this multivocality and flexible narrative form, another distinctive aspect of 

al-sīra is the genre’s dual functions within Arabic literary and cultural customs, with each epic 
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acting as both a history and a story of Middle Eastern life and culture. That is to say that as 

historical narratives, these folk-epics help to establish a shared sense of past and collective 

history. As stories and literary narratives, however, Arabic folk-epics are not limited to only 

factual accounts of fixed historical events. Instead, the epic traditions within al-sīra actively 

allow for creative input and authorial license in order to keep the narratives themselves relevant, 

effectively creating a hybrid narrative space between past and present definitions of Arabic 

culture within the body of the text itself. This hybrid space acts as a cultural “in-between” sphere 

where past and present conceptions of Arab and Arab-American identity can be reconciled and 

merged in a fluid process of redefinition and interculturation. In addition to this hybrid creative 

space within the epics themselves, another unique narrative quality of al-sīra that has also 

enabled the genre’s longevity and continued relevance is its use of “narrative bridges.”40 

Narrative bridges, in the context of al-sīra and Arab folk-epics, serve as episodic segues or 

interludes that allow an epic’s author to navigate multiple storylines and intersecting narratives 

while still moving the plot forward. Much like the collected folktales of One Thousand and One 

Nights (Arabic: Alf layla wa-layla), the epic traditions within al-sīra frequently rely on ‘frame 

narratives’ – multiple story sets or substories told within a larger story – as a way reconciling 

multiple versions of an epic. However, unlike its counterpart in One Thousand and One Nights, 

narrative bridges in al-sīra do not form fixed and static connections between the various 

narrative parts of an epic. Nor is there a specified order or limit to how these narrative bridges 

may be used within a given work. As a result, there are a myriad of ways in which a given epic 

tradition may be assembled and rewritten based on: which episodes/scenes the author chooses to 

 
40 Reynolds, Dwight F. “Introduction: The Tradition.” Heroic Poets, Poetic Heroes: The Ethnography of 

Performance in an Arabic Oral Epic Tradition, pp. 20 
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include; the number of geographic and temporal cycles that are found within a particular epic’s 

narrative; which version of the epic is being told; what narrative bridges/segues are being used; 

and finally, the total number and nature of qisas (related storylines) and embedded storylines are 

involved in the epic’s narration. As a result: 

 recording all of the individual episodes known…would only bring to light a portion of… 

knowledge of [an epic’s] tradition, for the remaining narrative material exists in the 

interstices of the episodes…[with] some of these narrative bridges… found to exist in 

other regions of the Arab Middle East as full, versified episodes… (Reynolds, 19-20) 

Given the genre’s flexibility and hybrid narrative structure, the epic traditions within each sīra 

were allowed to not merely survive but evolve and adapt to shifting cultural and literary 

audiences, different historical moments, and the new definitions of Arab and Arab-American 

identities represented. 

Literary Legacies of An-Nahda and Al-Mahjar 

 To understand the literary progression and transportation of al-sīra from an Arabic 

expression of cultural memory and history to a distinctly Arab-American model of multicultural 

hybridity and collective identity, two literary-historical movements within Arab and Arab 

American literature should be addressed: An- Nahda (النھضة) or “Renaissance” and the later, U.S. 

based movement, Al-Mahjar (المھجر) or “Arab diaspora.” While the first wave of Arabic 

literature during the nahda began in the latter half of the nineteenth-century and continued into 

the first part of the twentieth century, with “literally hundreds of works of fiction…the great 

majority of [which]…were published…between 1958 and 1937” (Selim, 26); leaving a literary 
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legacy that followed Arabic-speaking writers emigrating to the U.S. well into the middle of the 

20th century. The Nahda is often defined as “the modern Arab ‘renaissance’ or ‘awakening’ 

instigated by the dramatic encounter with Europe in the nineteenth century…” (Selim, 2).  These 

encounters inspired new developments in every facet of Arab literary and cultural production. 

Arabic Literature during the Nahda emphasized modern themes and addressed challenges facing 

the Arab world in the modern era. This period also saw the emergence of the first modern Arabic 

novel, Zaynab (1914), by Muhammad Husayn Haykal (1888-1956).41 In addition to the work of 

Nahda writer Jurji Zaydan (1861 – 1914) who pioneered the genre of the historical novel, 

Haykal’s novel inspired a movement of modernizing Arabic fiction, which ultimately helped 

destigmatize al-sīra and other genres of folk literature written in the vernacular.  

‘Al Adab’Al Mahjar (or Emigrant literature), also referred to as the “late Nahda,” was a 

similar literary movement started by Arab immigrants settling in America during the first half of 

the twentieth century after fleeing Ottoman-ruled Lebanon, Syria, and Palestine.42 Like the 

Nahda writers before them, Arabic authors of the Mahjar were responding to their encounters 

and experiences of Western culture and, in the case of Arab-American writers, their unique 

perspectives on life in the U.S. A significant product of the Mahjar literary movement was the 

establishment of the first Arabic-language newspaper in the United States in 1892 as well as first 

Arabic-language magazine publications, founded in 1913 by Nasib Arida. Arida would later go 

on to cofound the first Arabic literary society in North America named Al-Rābiṭah Al-

Qalamiyyah ( لرابطة القلمیةا ) or the “Pen League.” In 1920, the Pen League was reformed by a 

larger group of Mahjari writers based in New York and led by Kahlil Gibran (1883-1931) 

 
41 See Samah Selim. Popular Fiction, Translation and the Nahda in Egypt, pp. 26-28. 
42 See Jaman, Md N. A Study on the Poetic Prose Works of Jibran Khalil Jibran, pp. 20 
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and Mikha'il Nu'ayma (1889-1988) – two of the most prominent Lebanese authors of their time. 

The group disbanded shortly after Gibran’s death in 1931 and Nu'ayma’s return to Lebanon in 

1932. Regarding the importance of the New York Pen League and the Mahjar movement in 

redefining modern Arab-American literature, literary historian Nadeem Naimy asserts that by: 

“...focusing on Man rather than on language, on the human rather than on the law and the spirit 

rather than on the letter, the Mahjar (Arab emigrant) School is said to have ushered Arabic 

literature from its age-old classicism into the modern era” (Nu'aymah, 8). Regarding Arab-

American authorship and its application of al-sīra and traditional Arabic folk-epics, An-Nahda 

and Al-Mahjar helped to establish the genre as a viable and valuable literary medium and 

cultural technology as well as securing a place within Arab-American literary conscious for these 

epical traditions to evolve.   

3.3 Arab-American Folk-Epics: Sīrat Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan and Sīrat al-Zāhir Baybars 

Sīrat Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan 

One of the most well-known and culturally significant folk-epics within Arabic literature 

is Sīrat Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan or “The Legendary Biography of Sayf ibn Dhī Yazan." This 

particular epic exists “in numerous manuscript versions, of which the earliest dates from the 17th 

century… [but was] probably composed in Mamlūk Egypt between the 15th and 16th centuries” 

(J.P. Guillaume, 2012). Although the earliest texts of the Sīrat Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan were written 

in Egypt during the Mamlūk Sultanate, the epic itself is based on the historical figure, Sayf Ibn 

Dhī Yazan al-Himyarī (516-578 CE), a Himyarite king of Yemen who, backed by Persian forces, 

fought against Ethiopian invaders at the end of the Himyarite period of southern Arabia in the 

sixth century. 
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What makes this work unique and critically relevant is the epic’s blending of high or 

classical linguistic style and literary form with elements of supernatural exoticism and Egyptian 

vernacular in its reconciling of multiple subjective pasts and cultural experiences. Through the 

epic’s constant restorying and reworking of Arab cultural identity, Sīrat Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan 

actively “brings [together] in multiple voices [and experiences] to connect the public and 

personal… [to] inform larger structural and cultural histories and narratives” (Young, 8). In 

addition to the narrative’s blending of linguistic style and literary form, another unique aspect of 

Sīrat Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan is its use of hybrid formalist strategies, specifically with regards to its 

use of religious language and irony in its subversion and restorying of official histories. In its 

dual operation as both a representation and a critique of Arab nationalism/tribalism, Sīrat Sayf 

Ibn Dhī Yazan works to create a cohesive and all-inclusive history of the Middle East while, at 

the same time, demonstrating the fallacy behind nationalistic arguments and fixed forms of 

cultural identity; arguing towards hybrid multiculturalism and dynamic models of self-knowing. 

In her work, The Adventures of Sayf ben Dhī Yazan: An Arab Folk Epic, Palestinian-

American author Lena Jayyusi highlights the many ways in which Arab folk-epics like Sīrat Sayf 

Ibn Dhī Yazan construct shared cultural memories and a sense of collective identity across a 

culturally diverse and transnational community. One of the most important ways Jayyusi 

demonstrates this cultural hybridization is through her active and intentional engagement with 

myth-making and historical symbols to “rebuild” the lost memories of Middle Eastern life within 

a broader Arab-American context. Jayyusi enacts this symbolism through the journey of her hero 

Sayf who is ignorant of his true name and origins for the majority of the epic. In a similar 

process, Jayyusi’s strategic use of nostalgia and religious symbolism are key components in her 

efforts to restory part of the Arab ethnic experience and preserve it from the erasure of time and 
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assimilation. The importance of Jayyusi’s retelling of Sīrat Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan, then, is in its 

conscious and deliberate reconciliation of conflicting pasts and cultural traditions into a single 

collective history; a history which, according to Wen-chin Ouyang’s Politics of Nostalgia in the 

Arabic Novel, is all the more crucial due to the problematic: 

ambivalence [towards] Arab mobilization of the past in the construction of Arab national 

history…[which] accentuates, even more, the need for history, or the necessity to tinker 

with memory, especially when the nation and the present are often seen as born out of a 

problematic cultural encounter between East and West. (Ouyang, V).  

An important way that Jayyusi strategically constructs this shared history and collective sense of 

Arab-American identity within the text is through her restorying of religious histories and pre-

Islamic traditions, beginning with Sayf’s father, King Dhī Yazan. In her “Translator’s 

Introduction,” Lena Jayyusi discusses this appropriation of the past in the recasting of the book’s 

hero whom she describes as an: 

Arab king of the Jewish faith…[but] is presented in the tale (together with other 

characters) as a Muslims, prior to the actual advent of Islam…[reworking] the historical 

‘story’ of Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan in such a way as to leave a narrative space for some of its 

real-world particulars; at the same time, it affirms the primacy of Islam as the true and 

final word of God and Islam’s continuity with the earlier monotheistic traditions. 

(Jayyusi, xxi).  

One of clearest examples of this reworking of religious identity within the text is the epic’s 

transmutation of the shahadah, a foundational tenant of Islamic faith, through the hero Sayf Ibn 
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Dhī Yazan’s proto-Islamic belief in the oneness of the God of Abraham as opposed to the 

Islamic witnessing of Muhammad as the messenger of God.43 Jayyusi’s rebranding of Sayf Ibn 

Dhī Yazan as a precursor to Muhammad and Islam begins in the book’s first chapter recounting 

the life of Sayf’s father, King Dhī Yazan, and the circumstances leading to Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan’s 

birth.  

At the start of the epic, the powerful Himyarite king, Dhī Yazan, is described as a pagan 

king of the Banu Himyar, or “Himyarite people/tribe,” who finds faith in the one God while 

marching past the Holy Kaaba in Mecca.44The story opens with the mighty and wise King Dhī 

Yazan of Yemen who, after learning from his minister Yathrib that there is a king more powerful 

and wealthy than himself, swears by the pagan gods “al-Lat and al-‘Uzza that he would march 

against king Ba’labek and slay him, blotting out his name and memory from all lands”(Jayyusi, 

2). What is fascinating about Jayyusi’s overall depiction of Dhī Yazan is that, although he is 

pagan at the start of the narrative, he is nevertheless depicted as honorable and brave despite his 

polytheism. This representation of king Dhī Yazan as righteous and just – and therefore worthy 

of religious salvation – is reinforced even more when he declares king Ba’labak as his enemy. 

King Ba’labak, within the contexts of this epic, is likely a reference to a pagan king mentioned in 

the sixth chapter (or surah) of the Holy Quran who persecuted the pre-Islamic prophet Al-Yasa’a 

(Biblical prophet Elisha). Shortly after Dhī Yazan and his army begin marching towards 

Ba’labek, Dhī Yazan and his troops ‘discover’ the ruins of the holy Kaaba in Mecca. Upon 

 
43 The shehadah is the first of five Islamic tenants or ‘pillars’ of faith, declaring the belief that there is no 

god but Allah and Muhammad is the messenger of Allah. 
44 The Kaaba is a cubical building at the center of the Great Mosque in Mecca, Saudi Arabia and is the most 

sacred site in Islam. One of the five pillars of Islamic faith requiring every Muslim to perform pilgrimage at the 
Kaaba at least once in their life. 
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asking Yathrib about the building, he is told that the Kaaba is “God’s Holy House, the dwelling 

place of His noble angels, and His mighty prophets and messengers, peace be upon them” 

(Jayyusi, 2); after which, Yathrib relates the miraculous history of the Kaaba and how it was 

built by Adam. Dhī Yazan is so amazed by the site that he swears to have the Kaaba dismantled 

brick by brick and taken back to his kingdom. Each time the king tries to destroy the Kaaba, 

however, God afflicts him with horrible sickness and bloating of his body until the king 

professes faith in Him, the one God, and abandons his paganism. As a man of God, king Dhī 

Yazan prepares to return to his now holy quest to defeat Ba’labek but not before claiming Kaaba 

and surrounding land in the name of his God and his kingdom. Because of Yathrib’s knowledge 

of holy scripture (the Bible and Torah), before Dhī Yazan leaves the Kaaba, Yathrib asks 

permission to stay behind and build a city around “God’s house” in anticipation of the 

prophesied birth of a great prophet (Muhammad) in the future city of Medina. Before the advent 

of Islam, it should be added, the original Arabic name for the city of Medina was Yathrib. 

Although mentioned only briefly within the text itself, it is important to note the way Jayyusi 

uses the Yathrib’s founding of a city around the Kaaba to create a narrative bridge between 

cultural and historical sites of memory. As a sanctuary and religious shrine, the Kaaba in Mecca 

is the most salient historical symbol of pre-Islamic Arabian. Not only was the Kaaba home to 

more than five hundred stone idols representing the five hundred pagan gods of the pre-Islamic 

pantheon but, as a historical site, the Kaaba is physically representative of the Middle Eastern 

political and religious life as one of the few known settlements established by the nomadic tribes 

of ancient Arabia. At the same time, the Kaaba is also an embodiment of the momentous shifts in 

Middle Eastern culture through its reconciliation of preliterate, pre-Islamic Arab culture, which 

was not only polytheistic but tribalistic as well. As a result, Arab cultural and social identities 
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prior to the advent of Islam varied greatly depending on tribal alliances and familial ties. With 

Islam, however, came “…a new form of belonging…binding believers to God and giving them a 

sense of individual responsibility. The Koran morally sanctions ties to family, kin, and tribe, but 

the community of Muslims, united in submission to the one God, takes precedence” (Eickleman). 

Strategic bridging narratives and characters, such as Yathrib, can be found throughout Jayyusi’s 

restorying of the epic of Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan and are critical to her successful construction of a 

multicultural and multimodal model of Arab-American collective identity. 

In a matter of a few pages, we see the restorative efforts of Islamic nationalism in the text 

through its reclamation of Arabian collective memory and sociocultural identity as being 

inextricably linked to Islamic symbolism and Muslim identity. This use of collective 

remembrance to effectively usurp the physical and symbolic sites of Arab cultural and tribal 

memory is identical to Boym’s characterization of cultural nostalgia’s engagement of “national 

and nationalist revivals…[engaging] in the antimodern myth-making of history by means of a 

return to national symbols and myths… [resulting in] total reconstructions of monuments of the 

past” (Boym, 41).  At the same time, however, much of the “restorying” of Arab cultural 

memory in this part of the epic is undercut by the use of reflective nostalgia’s fragmented and 

ironic memory of the collective past. In the folk-epics fragmented history of the Kaaba, for 

instance, it excludes the pre-Islamic functions of the Kaaba as a place of worship for the many 

pagan tribes indigenous to southern Arabia. However, while attempting to erase pre-Islamic 

Arabian culture, the text conversely reflects on this gap in collective memory through the pagan 

king Dhī Yazan. An example of Dhī Yazan’s use of reflective nostalgia within the text is seen 

after Yathrib begins to describe the original building of the Kaaba in the following scene: 
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“You must know, O King,” answered the minister Yathrib, “that we 

have come to God’s Holy House, the dwelling place of His noble angels, and 

of His mighty prophets and messengers, peace is upon them.  This is the 

House of Him who created the sun and the moon and the rock…the golden 

morning and foaming sea – the whole world.” 

“This is the One who created us,” the king said then. “And do we 

worship idols?”  

“O king,” said the minister, “it is he who created those idols.” (Jayyusi, 2-3) 

In this passage, the king Dhī Yazan and Yathrib are referencing the presence of stone 

idols within in the walls of the Kaaba; reflecting on the gap between historical and cultural 

memory of the pre-Islamic practice of placing a stone idol for each of the five hundred gods of 

Arabian paganism within the Kaaba as a site of worship. In the king Dhī Yazan’s very invocation 

of “al-Lat” and “al- ‘Uzza,” two of the most powerful and widely worshiped deities of Arab 

paganism, there is evidence of reflective nostalgia within Jayyusi’s text’s more extensive 

reconstruction of Middle Eastern cultural memory attempted by the epic of Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan. 

While the tale of Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan’s broader narrative works to create a collective sense of 

cultural identity and shared history, its use of a divisive literary structure, fragmenting the hero’s 

life into three distinct spatial and temporal cycles, highlights the purposeful way in which 

Jayyusi’s constructs multicultural and transnational models of Arab-American identity and 

community. One way Jayyusi accomplishes this is by separating Sayf’s narrative into three 

separate narrative cycles beginning with Sayf’s father King Dhī Yazan’s narrative’s. This first 

cycle, which begins in Yemen in Southern Arabia and ends in Levant (an area encompassing 
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modern-day Syria, Jordan, Israel, and Palestine), takes place during the final years of Dhī 

Yazan’s life and details the events leading up to the birth of the story’s hero Sayf. This first cycle 

does more than relate Sayf’s particular origin story but also acts as a protohistoric narrative of 

the Arab peoples and their first migratory trek from the Gulf countries of Southern Arabia to the 

Eastern Mediterranean. The second cycle relates the main part of Sayf’s narrative and takes place 

a number of years after the death of King Dhī Yazan. The second cycle, which is the by far the 

longest and most spatially diverse section of Sayf’s story, extends the geographical and historical 

context of the epic from the Arabia peninsula and into Egypt and North Africa. Following the 

second cycle, which concludes with Sayf reclaiming his father’s kingdom, the last cycle takes 

place many years later as the now middle-aged ruler, King Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan, prepares to 

embark on his final quest into the lands west of his kingdom. In the final phase of Sayf’s epic not 

only connects the Maghreb countries of the Arab world - including Tunisia, Algeria, and 

Morocco – to the rest of the Middle East but also makes room for succeeding generations to 

come in the form of Sayf’s adult son who joins him on his journey. 

Sayf Ben Dhī Yazan’s main narrative begins in the second temporal cycle of the epic and 

recounts the hero’s birth to queen Qamariyya shortly after she murders his father. Seized by the 

fear that Sayf would one day reclaim control of his father’s kingdom, Qamariyya begins to pray 

to Saturn for the boy’s death. Warned by a prophecy that she could not kill the child herself, 

Qamariyya chooses to abandon him instead, taking the infant Sayf deep into the desert and 

leaving him for the desert Jinn.45 The hero’s life is spared, however, when he is found and taken 

in by an Ethiopian king named Afrah, who then gives the child a new name, Wahsh al-Fala or 

 
45 Supernatural and/or demonic creatures in early Arabian mythology and Islamic theology. See: "Jinn." 

Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia. Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, 23 Jan. 2020. Web. 25 Jan. 2020. 
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“Beast of the Wild” (Jayyusi, 19).  After Sayf is brought to King Afrah as an infant, arguments 

between Afrah and his advisor Saqardyoun are given in great detail when they discuss a certain 

prophecy involving Sayf’s eventual destruction of Afrah’s kingdom. After the argument 

concludes and King Afrah has decided to keep the infant Sayf alive rather than kill him, there is 

a subsequent rift in the story where suddenly nothing is known of the child’s life until he is 

mysteriously returned to King Afrah three years later. It is only after the child is returned to the 

palace that the audience is even made aware of Sayf’s absence or given any account of the 

missing years. In the epic’s cursory description of Sayf’s absence and his first three years of life, 

also, the reader is given even further evidence of the text’s subversion of the story’s restorative 

constructions of Middle Eastern cultural memory. After a passage depicting King Afrah’s 

decision to have the boy known as Wahsh al-Fala be cared for by one of the palace’s wet nurses, 

the narrative picks up abruptly with the boy’s miraculous return to the king by a Jinn queen who 

remains invisible to Afrah. Described by the text as merely “a voice,” the Jinn tells King Afrah 

simply that it was she who took “the boy Wahsh al-Fala and reared him among [her] people for 

three years” (Jayyusi, 20). The spirit offers no other explanation of her actions to the king except 

to warn him that the boy is now under her protection as her foster son and to reveal to Afrah that 

the child is, in fact, the son of a great king; though she never says who the child’s father is or 

refer to Sayf by any other name than the one King Afrah has given him. The audience is then 

given only a brief account of the queen’s discovery of the infant Sayf beneath the original thorn 

bush his mother abandoned him under and her subsequent reasoning for taking the child from the 

palace of King Afrah. 

With regard to the missing time in the young hero’s life, no other details are given. It is 

precisely this lack of explanation or detail however, that makes this particular passage so 
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valuable to the text’s portrayal of nostalgia and cultural memory. By allowing there to be an 

empty narrative space for reflection and consideration of individual experience and memory 

within the epic, as with Sayf’s missing three years, Arab folk-epics such as this enable the text’s 

selective engagement with reflective nostalgia while, at the same time, continuing the restorative 

work being done in the same passage.  

One of the most interesting aspects of Lena Jayyusi’s The Adventures of Sayf Ben Dhī 

Yazan: An Arab Folk Epic, is how the book’s Paratexts, including Salma Jayyusi’s 

“Acknowledgments” and Lena Jayyusi’s “Translator’s Introduction” along with the second 

introduction by Harry Norris, actively discuss their restorying of Sayf Ben Dhī Yazan for an 

Arab-American audience. Specifically, Jayyusi and Norris note the original epic’s unique blend 

of high and middle Arabic with Egyptian vernacular. As a result, Jayyusi discusses the text’s 

translation process at length, commenting on not only what was lost or omitted during the 

process but also explains her role as narrator. Jayyusi goes on to note her particular input into the 

narrative’s structure and design as a result of her condensing the original four-volume work into 

a single book while also adapting the epic’s story to match her authorial style and voice. Harry 

Norris’s introduction mirrors Jayyusi’s emphasis on the blended use of classical and vernacular 

Arabic, the text while expanding on the two distinct types of memory represented in the 

narrative: the literary and the oral. In Norris’s introduction, he begins with a discussion of Arabic 

sīyar as a form of oral cultural memory that must be contextualized within the corresponding 

spatial and temporal conditions from which they originated. Although evident throughout The 

Adventures of Sayf Ben Dhī Yazan, ultimately, it is the hero’s reckoning with his own divergent 

history that demonstrates the narrative’s value as a means of reimagining and rewriting Arabian 

diasporic memory; memories and cultural narratives “whose visions… [of their cultural 
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narratives] is often ‘between the drafts’ and [placed] in the margins” (Young, 8). It is Sayf’s fluid 

and dynamic understanding of belonging and cultural identity that enable not only his survival 

but his rise to power and reclaiming his rightful kingdom as well. It is, for example, Sayf’s 

embracing of King Afrah and Ethiopian culture, to the extent that he falls in love and marries 

Afrah’s daughter, which would eventually allow him to seek out the prophesized ‘Book of the 

Nile’ in order to take back his father’s kingdom with the aid of Ethiopian warriors. Also, it is 

Sayf Ben Dhī Yazan’s flexibility and ability to reconcile cultural histories and experiences that 

allow him to embrace proto-Islamic monotheism in place of paganism and worship of the Roman 

god Saturn. Finally, it is this same malleable approach to identity and cultural memory that 

ultimately leads Sayf to unite the empires of Arabia and Ethiopia together under one rule and 

fulfill his destiny. 

The Hakawati and Sīrat al-Zahir Baybars 

Although Jayyusi does ultimately succeed in her reframing of Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan within 

a more expansive model of Arab-American cultural identity and shared history, Jayyusi’s novel 

is, nevertheless, a translated narration of the original Arabic four-volume text. Jayyusi’s role as 

author and narrator, while considerable, is ultimately limited within the confines of the physical 

text she is translating. In his novel The Hakawati, Lebanese American author Rabih Alameddine 

performs a similar adaptation of another well-known folk-epic, Sīrat al-Zāhir Baybars (or the 

legendary life of al-Zahir Baybars). Loosely based on the life of the Mamluk Sultan al-Zahir 

Baibars al-Bunduqdari (1246-1277), the epic of Baybars recounts the early life and adventures of 

Baybars’ rise to power as well as his “ warlike exploits…against the Christians (Byzantines and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baibars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baibars
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Crusaders) and the Persians [i.e., Mongols].”46 Unlike Jayyusi’s work, which attempts a 

complete retelling of the epic of Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan, Alameddine’s The Hakawati features an 

amalgam of different folk-epics and narrative traditions including the epic of Baybars. At the end 

of the novel, Alameddine offers a brief list of sources that influenced his book, which includes 

(among others): “…A Thousand and One Nights...Ovid Metamorphoses…the Koran…Italo 

Calvino’s Italian Folktales…Homer’s Iliad…and the Lion of Egypt: Sultan Baybars I and the 

Near East in the Thirteenth Century by Peter Thoreau” (Alameddine, 514).  

Although many critics have referred to Alameddine’s novel as a sort of modern Arabian 

Nights, this comparison, according to Steven Salaita, “…overlooks the modern fictive techniques 

that frame The Hakawati and situate it in other important traditions, such as modernism and 

American immigrant literature…[giving] the novel...an epic presence, which makes it all the 

more difficult to categorize” (Salaita, Modern Arab American Fiction, 53). This “epic presence” 

is not only a byproduct of the book’s particular narrative structure, giving the reader the 

impression of engaging four novels at once, but is also the result of Alameddine’s unique 

“interweaving of different cultural traditions in such a way that new, unconventional connections 

are made…[defying] what Steven Salaita calls ‘ethnonationalism’: i.e., the organization of 

nationalist belonging around particular ethnic groups” (Carbajal, 80).  

In taking on the role of a Lebanese hakawati, or “storyteller,” Alameddine becomes much 

more than merely another teller of tales. He becomes an equal parts performer, storyteller, and 

cultural historian. As with any effective hakawati, Salaita notes, Alameddine’s works to 

 

46 See (R. Paret). "Sirat BAYBARS." Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition.  
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“preserves…[his] community’s [cultural] history and pass it along to future generations. [Acting 

as] …the voice of the past in the ever-changing present…” (Salaita, 53). At the same time, 

according to Alberto F. Carbajal’s “The Druzification of History,” Alameddine simultaneously: 

reveals the arbitrary and fictional nature of sturdily constructed roots, in narratives whose 

variegated cultural tapestries are invested in ‘queering’ the demands of blood-lines, as 

well as ethno-religious orthodoxies. [In this way] …The Hakawati is a revisionist tale 

that stitches together different temporalities and forms of (hi)story-telling. (Carbajal, 80) 

Through the novel’s principal narrator, Osama al-Kharrat, Alameddine’s The Hakawati weaves 

together multiple, collectively shared stories connected by the book’s main framing narratives: 

The Emir’s story and Osama’s story. Although Osama al-Kharrat is the book’s main narrator, his 

story is the second of the two framing narratives to be introduced. Osama’s story (pp. 7) begins 

with his return from America to see his dying father in Beirut but quickly evolves into embedded 

tales and remembered scenes involving the rest of the al-Kharrat clan: a massive and multiethnic 

Lebanese family of hakawatis turned car dealers.47 In Arabic culture, a Hakawatis (meaning 

“storyteller”) are professional storytellers and traveling bards who would compose and perform 

classical standards and folk stories for audiences in cafes and market centers.  

The first framing narrative to appear in the novel, however, is the tale of the Emir and his 

wife which then develops into another set of interconnected narratives, “telling…stories from 

various Middle Eastern cultures, including religious, historical, mythological, and newfangled 

tales of courage, adventure, and redemption” (Salaita, 53). The second parallel plot, the Emir and 

 
47 See Carbajal, Alberto F. "The Druzification of History: Queering Time, Place, and Faith in Diasporic 

Fiction by Rabih Alameddine." Études Anglaises, 2012 
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his wife’s tale, which begins with their search for a magical elixir that will help the couple give 

birth to a son, quickly sets into motion a series of fantastical tales starting with the legendary 

Fatima who, much like Shahrazad, uses her cunning and exceptional skills as a storyteller to 

survive her story. Fatima’s story quickly evolves into three more narratives: The heroic tale of 

Baybars, an orphaned slave who becomes a Mamlūk King through his courage; the story of the 

magician King Kade, known as “The Master of Light” (171-179) and his battle against the djinn 

Afreet-Jehanam (who becomes Fatima’s lover later in the story); and the mythical story of Layl 

and Shams - twin sons of Fatima and the Emir’s wife - whose story “conjoins Judaism, 

Christianity, and Islam…[and] bring together the legend of Isaac and Ismael…, fathers of the 

Jews and the Arabs” (Salaita, 54-55). Each of these narratives, along with Osama’s memories 

and the subsequent storylines and framing narratives connected to it, are intermingled 

continuously and conjoined with one another throughout the book with only the use of a fleuron 

– a flower-like glyph – to indicate the shift from one story to another. 

Alameddine’s restorying of Sīrat al-Zahir Baybars in The Hakawati is a uniquely 

valuable example of Arab-American writing and its use of Arabic folklore and epic traditions as 

a means of constructing hybridized models of intracultural knowledge. One of the clearest ways 

Alameddine accomplishes this is through his juxtaposition of the myth of King Baybars, 

incorporating several adaptations and reiterations of Sīrat Baybars, with the historical figure of 

Baibars al-Bunduqdari who appears in Osama’s framing narrative.  It is also vital due to 

Alameddine’s doubled use of Baybars as both a framing tale and bridging narrative, linking the 

many diverging and seemingly disconnected storylines that emerge from the primary narratives 

of Osama and the Emir. The story of King Baybars begins halfway through the Emir’s story but 

quickly “outgrows its framing tale…[and] branches off from the Emir’s story” (Saleem, 91). 
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Shortly after the Emir begins his retelling of Baybars’ story, Alameddine separates the two 

framing narratives by presenting Baybars’ story “in the style of free indirect discourse, without 

direct dialogic action verbs…or grammatical punctuation marks…[making] the narrative 

position of Baybars’ tale ambiguous…” (Salem, 91-92). Ambiguity, in this instance, is a 

reflection on the intentional way Alameddine chooses to position the narrative of Baybars ‘in-

between’ the text of the book’s other framing tales; creating a common link across all of the 

individual storylines in the book while, at the same time, allowing the tale of Baybars to be 

seamlessly blend itself into the other character’s narratives.  

One example of this intratextuality and ‘in-betweenness’ is the fluid way Alameddine 

uses the story of Baybars to segue from the first to second sections or “Books” within the novel. 

Initially begun by the Emir in chapter five, the last episode of book one (pp. 118), and the first 

part of Baybars story relates the details of a Mamlouk slave named Mahmoud who, after being 

mistreated by his cruel owner, is purchased by the kindly Sitt Latifah, a childless widow who 

renames the boy Baybars after her deceased son. The first part of Baybars tale, which ends with 

him leaving for Cairo to stay with his adopted mother’s sister, is then used to introduce the next 

set of embedded tales in part two; transforming Baybars’ epic into an “authoritative tale 

[capable] of entering independently into [the other] narratives…” (Saleem, 93). This 

independent, intratextual nature of Baybars’ story is established in the opening of chapter six, 

with Fatima talking with Afreet-Jehanam about Baybars, remarking: “The story of Baybars is 

many lifetimes old. There are numerous versions” (Alameddine, 139).  With regard to 

Alameddine’s positioning of Baybars as an ‘in-between’ narrative which exists outside of the 

novel’s main structure of embedded and framed tales, Sobia Saleem adds that: “By stating that 

there are ‘numerous versions’ of the Baybars story, the characters point out that readers cannot 
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be certain which version of Baybars’ story is embedded within The Hakawati” (Saleem, 96). In 

this way, Alameddine’s restorying of Baybars epic not only acknowledges the historical and 

literary framework of the original legend of Sīrat Baybars but also redefines the tale within the 

broader cultural context of The Hakawati and the multifarious literary traditions the novel is 

based.  

At the same time, the story of Baybars is not only used by Alameddine to create 

connections and links within the Emir’s framing narrative and all of the embedded tales 

contained within it, but also to connect the Emir’s story to Osama’s. Alameddine creates this link 

in two principal ways: first, by allowing the tale of Baybars to float independently from framing 

tale to embedded tale and vice-versa, integrating itself into the narrative fabric of each 

character’s plotline and sub story; and secondly, by allowing the historical narrative of the 

Mamlūk Sultan Baybars to emerge in Osama’s story. The presence of Baybars story, both in its 

epic and historical contexts, within Osama’s narrative indicates both a structural relationship as 

well as a content-based connection between the tales.  In one of his memories of the Lebanese 

Civil War, for example, Osama begins to try and tell his mother the story of the heroic King 

Baybars to distract her and his family from the sounds of bombs going off around them. When 

asked why the story of Baybars was considered a classical standard of Arabic folklore, Osama 

attempts to justify the tale’s legitimacy replying, “Because he is [Baybars] a hero” (Alameddine, 

440) but loses his conviction after learning of the conflicting, historical account of Baybars from 

his uncle. Before he is allowed to begin the story, Osama’s Uncle Jihad interrupts him and begins 

telling him the actual history of both the man and story, saying:  

…the only true event in that whole story, in all its versions, is that the man existed...He 
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was not the best general among them (the Mamlūks) by any means…[and] he was not a 

decent ruler. His subjects despised him, because he was a ruthless, fork-tongued 

megalomaniac who rose to power through treachery and murder. [But]…he was a 

marketing hero. Baybars consolidated his power [by creating] a cult of personality. 

(Alameddine, 440-441) 

The presence of Baybars’ epic in connection to the historical facts behind the Mamlūk Sultan 

who inspired the tale, especially given the stark contrast in which the two incarnations of 

Baybars are presented, is critical to connecting the separate sets of narratives within the novel. In 

addition, Alameddine’s inclusion of both Baybars’ historical narrative along with the folk tale 

also serves to reconcile the disparate histories associated with Baybars story. Through this 

conflation of factual and fictional accounts of Baybars’ epic, Alameddine blends past and present 

definitions of the tale into a new and historically informed version of the story. Regarding the 

story of Baybars and its usage within The Hakawati, Saleem remarks that its: “weaving of tales 

intertextually tightens the text, drawing the effects of different tales closer to each other and 

implicitly adding similarly subversive commentary by creating relationships of connectivity 

between stories of realistic fiction and fantasy” (Saleem, 108). While I agree that Alameddine’s 

restorying of the Baybars epic does facilitate intertextual connectivity across the different 

framing narratives in the novel, a more vital function of the tale’s mediation on cultural identity 

and shared history. Unlike traditional retellings of Sīrat Baybars, which are typically organized 

according to either the hero’s journey and the principal narrative or the author’s narrative style 

and ability, Alameddine’s version of Baybars epic is tailored to the other stories in the novel. 

This adaptive structural model closely mirrors the use of bridging narrative typically found in al-

Sīra with two major differences: first, it fully incorporates and acknowledges the conflicting 
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history and origins of the tale into its retelling. Second, rather than using Baybars’ narrative to 

transition between episodes or navigate a different sīrat altogether, Alameddine’s retelling is 

used to reconcile multiple historical narratives and different cultural traditions simultaneously. 

3.4 Folk Narratives and Arab-American Writing: Strategic Restorying Narratives 

Both Jayyusi and Alameddine, in their restorying of Arabic sīyar, employ similar 

narrative devices and strategies in order to reimagine their chosen epic for Arab-American 

audiences effectively. One such strategy is Alameddine and Jayyusi’s blended use of religious 

imagery and cultural symbolism as a way of creating firm connections to the original literary and 

artistic traditions they are borrowing. In Jayyusi’s restorying of Sīrat Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan, for 

example, religious imagery emphasizing the Islamic holy sites like the Kaaba are juxtaposed 

with geographic symbolism associated with parts of northern Arabia – the “red hills” of Jordan 

and Palestine – as well as areas of Egypt and Ethiopia, found in the chapter on the “The Quest 

for the Book of the Nile” – describing Sayf’s search for the prophesized weapon that would 

allow him to reclaim his kingdom. Alameddine’s retelling of Baybars epic in The Hakawati, 

relies on similar associations between Islamic imagery and language, which abound throughout 

the book, in conjunction with physical geography and symbolism linked to Egypt and North 

Africa. 

 Another essential element in both epics’ retellings is the extensive use of fantasy and 

magic in connection to each book’s main storyline. In particular, both stories fusing of the 

supernatural worlds of Jinn with the human world their characters inhabit serve to both 

strengthen the religious associations between their texts and Islamic imagery as well as 

emphasize the hybrid nature of their story’s main characters. Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan, for example, 
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was born to a human mother and father but, after being abandoned, was raised and nursed by a 

female Jinn, giving Sayf power over the supernatural realm of the Djinn. In Alameddine’s work, 

a more pronounced association between the two worlds of Jinn and humans is seen in the birth of 

the twins Shams and Layl, who are both the product of magic. The child Shams, who is switched 

with Layl and presented to the Emir and his wife as their son, is the half-human half jinn child of 

Fatima and Afreet-Jehanam. Each of the epic narratives arrive at a similar conclusion regarding 

cultural self-knowledge and identity. For Sayf, it is only upon learning of his adopted jinn 

mother and his real birth parents (Dhī Yazan and Qamariyya) that he can reclaim his true name 

and heritage and take back control of his father’s kingdom from his mother. In a similar fashion, 

Shams and Layl, upon accepting their true parentage, are able to rejoin their mother Fatima and 

Afreet-Jehanam in the underworld. Jayyusi’s Sayf Ibn Dhī Yazan and Alameddine’s The 

Hakawati conclude their works with nearly identical realizations for their protagonists: only after 

the narratives’ characters are able to accept and fully inhabit both halves of themselves – 

past/present, good/evil, human/jinn – will they be able to truly know themselves and fulfill their 

respective destinies.  
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Arab-American Identity and Literary Consciousness: Conclusions and Future Research 

4.1 Writing Hybridity: Intertextuality and Arab-American Authorship  

In the previous sections, my research on Arab-American writing and authorship has 

revolved around the specific authors and texts being engaged. This approach has allowed me to 

focus my attention and critical examination on creating crucial connections between each group 

of writers. This structured approach to each chapter’s research has also helped me to not only 

identify similar strategies and parallel lines of thought across multiple authors’ work but also 

detect recurring trends and themes across different generations of writers. That being said, what 

my earlier sections not do – at least not in-depth – is to examine the connections between Arab-

American authorial intent and the specific types of writing this  addresses (i.e., autobiographic, 

autoethnographic, and folkloric). The work of this fourth and final chapter, then, is to highlight 

the deliberate and measured manner in which Arab-American writers engage these specific 

forms of narration and their correlation to the construction of hybrid identity processes. Lastly, in 

this chapter I address the key findings of this research and how they support my hypothesis that 

Arab-American authors actively advocate for multicultural, transnational models of cultural 

knowledge and identity. 

4.2 Shaping the Individual: Self-Writing and Arab-American Identity Processes 

As this research shows, one of the primary ways that Arab-American authors actively 

promote hybrid identification strategies and multiculturalism is through their use of experiential 

narratives and mnemonic content. This is because identity production and, in particular, cultural 

and ethnic identities, are: 
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…the result of continuous, often tacit, social efforts [that manifests] simultaneously as the 

presentation of self to others through the outward projection of biography and experience, 

and as a form of ‘introjection,’ a presentation of self to self, the ability to mobilize and 

hold on to a coherent image of who one knows one is. (Butz and Besio, 1660) 

According to David Butz and Kathryn Besio, self-narration through such mediums as memoir 

writing and autoethnographic study, are intentional efforts to perform this type of identity work 

“self-consciously, or deliberately, in order to understand or represent some worldly phenomenon 

that exceeds the self…a form of self-narrative that places the self within a social context” (Butz 

and Besio, 1660). 

Arab-American autobiographies – like the memoirs of Edward Said and Hisham Sharabi 

– share a unique quality with Bayoumi and Malek’s autoethnographic studies in that they are 

“…necessarily trans-cultural communications, articulated in relation to self and a wider social 

field that includes an audience of ‘others’” (Butz and Besio, 1660). With Moustafa Bayoumi’s 

autoethnographic study of Arab-American experience, for example, it is in the moments of 

personal introjection where Bayoumi inserts himself into the narratives of his subjects that he is 

able to reflect on his own constructions of self-hood and contextualize them with relation to that 

of his subjects. In this way, both types of self-narration are tactically employed by Arab-

American writers in an act of deliberate critical-reflexivity.48 According to Kim England, this 

type of self-reflexive narrative is a “…self-critical sympathetic introspection and... self-

conscious analytical scrutiny…[which] induces self-discovery…” (England, 82). More 

 
48 Kim England. “Getting Personal: Reflexivity, Positionality, and Feminist Research,” pp. 82 
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importantly, this type of calculated, self-reflexive narrative is used as a means of dissolving the 

boundaries between author and audience as readers become “re-imagined as reflexive narrators 

of self” (Butz and Besio, 1660).  

4.3 Shared Definitions of Self-hood: Folk-Epics Writing and Arab-American Collective Identity 

In chapter three, we see that another prominent narrative form used to reimagine Arab-

American cultural identity and advocate hybrid identification processes is through folk narratives 

and, in particular, traditional Arabic folk-epics. In a similar fashion as autobiographic and 

autoethnographic forms of self-narration, folkloric writing seeks to re-imagine and strategically 

reconstruct cultural identity and self-knowing. Arab-American folk-epics and restorying of al-

sīra mirror many of the same storytelling techniques and narrative strategies found in self-

narratives. One of the most significant similarities between folkloric narrative and self-narratives 

is the identical way that both styles of writing engage with, and reflect on, remembered histories 

and specific sites of memory to redefine them within a presently located social context. In the 

same way that self-narratives deliberately and strategically construct “presentations of self to 

others and to oneself” (Butz and Besio, 1660), Arab-American writers utilize folk-epics as a 

presentation of their cultural selves to themselves and to others. This particular type of identity 

work, however, has a much more specific intent; namely, to narrate and redefine what it means 

to be an Arab American in the United States. That is because, in addition to being critically self-

reflexive and aware of their historical identities in relation to their cultural and individual selves, 

Arab-American folklorists actively seek to incorporate and reconcile their collective sense of 

identity and self-hood with the continually shifting range of Arab-American cultural experience. 

This need to make sense of both lived and narrative experience on the part of the author and 
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reader can “give rise to affectively engaging states of mind or flows of thought…[termed] 

experiential meanings…[which] result from the…[reader’s] own interpretational process and 

therefore become experiential resources available for use in their lives” (Braid, 5). 

 Arab-American folk narratives likewise draw on specific events and historical moments 

that not only resonate at a personal level with their reader’s own subjective histories but also 

transmutes these individual memories into a cohesive retelling of their shared pasts. In doing so, 

folkloric narratives work to “construct narratives…which match the temporal sequence of [the] 

experience” (Braid, 5) and interweave multiple pasts and subjective histories into to one 

seamlessly. Rabih Alameddine’s reframing of the Baybars epic, for instance, performs a similar 

bridging of past and present cultural narratives through its fusing of multiple iterations of the 

Baybars myth with the factual account of the historical figure the epic is based on. This patching 

together of subjective experiences and individual pasts is identical to Alia Malek’s 

autoethnographic study of Arab-American history in the United States. Both authors, 

Alameddine and Malek, approach historical narratives and cultural pasts not as fixed or rigidly 

defined experiences but rather as fluid amalgamations of numerous overlapping, divergent 

experiences, all of which are equally valid expressions of Arab-American culture. 

4.4 Hybridizing Culture: Future Research into Multicultural Hybridity 

 As this project demonstrates, Arab-American writers are defined by their continuous 

reworking of Arab-American identification processes and cultural knowing. In their negotiation 

of “…the complexities of identity, experiences, and cultural legacies…[Arab-American] 

writers…not only inhabit multiple cultures but also write for multiple audiences” (Majaj, 383). 

Yet, in the midst of these on-going negotiations and reflexive examinations of self-hood, Arab-
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American writers actively advocate for more adaptive and dynamic approaches to identity-

making and cultural definition. While this multiplicity and hybridized construction of selfhood 

by Arab-American writers offers a much richer and inclusive understanding of cultural belonging 

and nationhood, it has also led to a heightened sense of unsettledness and what Edward Said 

recognized as being ‘out of place.’ This is because, as Lisa Suhair Majaj puts it, Arab-American 

authors have had to: 

 …[keep] one eye trained on an American present that ‘others’ them…and the other eye 

turned to the Arab homelands from which they are distanced – physically, linguistically, 

and in other ways – yet emotionally, culturally, and politically connected…the 

experience of living on ‘unsettled ground’ is played out both domestically and 

transnationally. (Majaj, 383) 

Despite the shifting and ‘unsettled’ ground on which they live, Arab-American writers continue 

to assert their ability to “…write beyond the century-long vacillation between there and here…” 

(Majaj, 383) through their critical reflection on the interstitial nature of identity and constructions 

of self-hood. In this way, Arab-American writers not only articulate but embody Homi Bhabha’s 

understanding of cultural hybridity and what it means to exist in the “…liminal space[s], in-

between the designations of identity…” (Bhabha, 5).  

While acknowledging the limitations of the literary works this project engages with, it is 

equally important to recognize how this research could be further expanded to include other 

valuable archives of Arab-American literary production. One potential avenue of research that 

this research opens up is in connection to Arab-American identity and female authorship. 

Specifically, this project’s engagement with Alia Malek’s historicizing of Arab-American history 
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in A Country Called Amreeka could be used to initiate a critical examination of Arab-American 

female authorship and its depiction of multicultural and gendered identities. Placing Malek in 

conversation with other Arab-American female writers such as as Etel Adnan (Born 1925), 

Randa Jarrar (Born 1978),  Hawra al-Nadawi (Born 1984) and Sophia al-Maria (1983) would not 

only enhance and enlarge the body of scholarship around Arab-American literature but 

historically position and represent Arab-American female authors as part of American and Arab-

American literary production.  

With regard to my own research interests, there are several questions and fields of inquiry 

that have emerged as a result of this project that I plan to explore further with future research. 

For example, how do Arab-American writers’ engagement with cultural hybridity and 

transnationality compare to strategies adopted by similarly positioned writers from other 

diasporic communities? And to what extent do they advocate towards multiculturality and fluid 

identities? Likewise, given the increasingly large number of Arabs immigrating to Canada and 

Latin American, how might Arab-American writers be put into conversation with their 

counterparts outside the U.S.? Do Arab authors from Central and South America employ similar 

depictions of hyphenated identities and multiculturality? What about in comparison to Canadian-

Arab authorship? These questions represent a critical body of research and scholarly work that 

has only recently begun to emerge connecting Arab diasporic literature in the western world to 

larger themes of transnationality, multiculturalism, and multimodality. In her work, Arabs 

Beyond the Seas: Latina America in the Eyes of Syrian Immigrants, Nour Seblini emphasizes the 

importance of exploring literary works by Arab authors in Central and South America 

specifically as “[…proposing] new readings of Islam, Christianity, Judaism, the Middle East, and 

Latina America as contemporary multicultural spaces that are not tied to fixed constructions of 
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power…[and which] enacts a critique of Eurocentrism…”(Seblini 1). Scholarship around Arab-

Canadian writing, according to Elizabeth F. Dahab, is equally expansive with a literary corpus 

“[covering] writing styles ranging from the realist to the post-modernist…produced in French, 

English and Arabic…[and which] bears the indelible mark of exile…”(Dahab 114).  

By extending this project’s examination of Arab-American authorship and identity to 

include a critical engagement with – and critique of – literary works by other Arab writers in the 

west, the research initiated by this thesis could facilitate and inform new understandings of Arab 

identity construction as a part of a global movement toward multicultural and fluid forms of 

selfhood. At the same time, continuing my research to include Canadian Arab and Latin-

American Arab authorship could be used to argue Arab-American writing as a valid genre of 

American Literature belonging in its own category similar to that of African American and Latin 

American literary classifications. This paper’s study of Arab-American authorship and literary 

culture, then, offers an essential link in the chain of American cultural and literary histories and 

enhancing mainstream understandings of hybrid and dynamic models of cultural knowledge and 

constructions of self. 
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